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Robert Putnam makes the daim that falling rates of associational membership in the 
United States are leading to the Ioss of social capitai in forms such as generalued trust, and other 
qualities of civic mindedness- Utimately this results in a weakening of the democratic process. 
This thesis asks to what extent associational belonging and partiailady religious belonging 
contribute to various forms of social capital in Canada, including tolerance. The ambiguous 
findings indicate that though associational belonging does build social capital, it may not always 
result in greater Ievels of tolerance- Aithough reiigious belief and practice are associated with 
certain varieties of social capital, and certain foms of tolerance, this relationship is best descrïbed 
as one of ambivalence. Social capital is an aspect of social structure that is context specinc, and 
its religious context affects how it relates to democracy This leads to a questioning of Putnarn's 
theory in so fàr as it appiies to Canada. It aiso hr'ghiights the need to contextuaiize any claims 
about the relation between sociai capital and democracy, as welI as religion's role in this 
relationship. 
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result of one individual's work. I would Wre to thank my supervisor David Lyon for aii his help, 
advice, support and patience over the months. HaWig guided me in my studies for some years 
now, 1 am indebted to him for much of what 1 have leamed and consider myseiffortunate for 
having had the opportunity of benefiting Eorn his guidance. 1 would also Wre to thank Cathie 
Ehii  whose hard work and generosity (during her very busy the) solidified the statistical ground 
on which this thesis stands- 
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To Say that "... bowling in organized leagues has plummeted in the last decade or 

so" may not appear to be a particularly contentious and deepiy resonating statement on the 

health of a country's polity. Nonetheless, Robert Putnam ofHarvard University sparked a 

debate among Amencan social scientists by saying just that. His argument is that civic 

associations, voluntary organizations and the We, which foster noms ofreciprocity and 

civic solidarity are vital for a vibrant public He, on which democracy depends. The term 

he employs to capture such diverse phenornena is social capital. He defines it as the 

'"features of social organkation such as networks, noms, and social tmst that facilitate 

coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit." 

Not wanting to be considered brash ùi equating a nation's democratic health with 

the state of its bowling leagues Putnam grounds his argument in other indicators of social 

capital. For example, other foms of civic involvement that have declined since the 1960's 

include voter tumout, various indicators of trust in the govemment, affiliation to religious 

groups, and membership in groups such as unions and parent-teacher organizations. 

Furthemore civic and fiatemal organizations such as the Scouts or the Red Cross, and 

Lions, Elks or Masons have all experienced decreases in membership. This leads Putnam 

to conclude that "American social capital in the fonn of civic associations has significantly 

eroded over the last generation." ' 

Robert Putnam, "Bowling Alone: America's Declining Social Capital" in Journal of Democraa 6(1), 
January 1995, pp-65-78, quoted fiom pp.70,67, and 73. 



The implications of this, according to Putaam, are alluded to in the title of his 

article; individuals are "bowling alone." This whimsical phrase illustrates a stark contrast. 

Once belonging to a group or association ofany kind - fiom the Lions to the Red Cross - 

where lively exchanges of ideas and discussions occur, and trust and social networks are 

built, people are hcreasingiy iikely to spend more time than ever engaged in various 

activities individually, rather than under the aegis of an organized association. This 

process leads to "social decapitalkation" as Putnam calls it. People are less trusting, they 

socialize with their neighbours less and are less coilaborative. In short, less involved in the 

civic life of their communities. With the decrease of structures so vital to the public 

sphere, the prospects for a healthy democratic process are not positive. 

At issue for Putnam is the potential loss of social capital such as noms of 

generalized reciprocity, trust, communication, resolution of problems, collaboration, 

developing the 'T' into the c%ve"2 which are fostered by civic associations and are at the 

heart of a thrïving democracy. Of particular interest here is Putnam's inclusion of 

religious organizations - "the most common associational membership among 

~mericans"~ - as an important source of social capital. However, due to the restnicturing 

of religion, whereby it has become more a matter of self-definition, rather than institutional 

expression, he explains, membership in these groups has dropped considerably since the 

1960's. 

Many variables affect how indMduals approach the world, acting in it as citizens. 

2 Ibid; 67. 

Ibid; 68-69. 



Religious belief and participation must be considered as possible variables for analysis in 

this case. Religious beliefs may affect how people relate to their fellow citùens; whether 

they trust them, coliaborate with them or whether or not they are willing to donate money 

to their social and cultural causes. These are all indicators of social capital, which Putnam 

claims, contribute positively to the democratic process. In short, the question posed is, 

what role does religion play in maintainhg and promoting social capital and consequently 

securing the vibrancy of civil society? 

To this one fùrther specification must be added. The above cornments pertain 

exclusively to the American context, fiom which Putnam's work originates. As the reader 

may weli know, to analyse Canada and the United States through the same set oflenses 

will not always produce s d a r  results. Though similar, our two nations are histoncaily, 

politically and culturaiiy quite distinct.' For this reason, Putnam's social capital theory is 

applied to the Canadian context atternpting to fully exploit the virtues of comparative 

socîological anaiysis. In the end, the blending of historicai, empirical and theoretical 

approaches will shed iight on an extremely fascinating and complex matrix. To undertake 

effectively such a task, the areas mentioned above must dl play an important role. This 

chapter will Iay the groundwork for the trio of approaches mentioned above: the historicai, 

An important point fiom which to undemand nationai ciifferences, according to Seymour Manin Lipset, 
is the Amencan RevoIutionary War, He wrïtes, "Canada,,. was formed as a counterrevolutionary 
monarchical society that vaiued hierarchy in class relations and religion and authority and deference in 
politics--.. The United States was founded as a nation seeking to explicate a set of politicai and religious 
ideals that emphasized iiirty, saw danger in concentrated goverment power and increasingly stressed 
populism and equality of opporhmity and of social relations-" See SM. Lipset, Continental Divide: The 
Values and Institutions of the United States and Canada (New York: Routledge, L990), pp-10-11- For a 
useN discussion on Canadian-American reiigious Merences, see David Lyon, Marguerite Van Die (Eds- 
forthcomïng) Rethinking Church State and Modem& Canada Between Euro~e and the USA, floronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2000)- 



the theoreticai and the empincal, with special attention paid to the latter two elements. 

Chapter two will offer an o v e ~ e w  ofhtnam's work, both in Italy in Makinn Democracv 

Work, (i993), and in the United States C'Bowling Nones', 1995). In the second halfof 

the chapter, critical comments on Putnam's work will be offered in an effort to M e r  

refine and elaborate some ofits aspects. This wifi set the stage for the thkd chapter in 

which his fiamework will be appiied to Canadian data The fourth chapter will examine 

the results fiom the preceding chapter and thei. consequences for social capital theory in 

Canada. 

The first part of this chapter reviews work done by authors elucidating the 

historical connection between religion and democracy. As 1 hope to show, this relation 

can be reinterpreted in tenns of social capital theory. This step is an attempt to add 

histoncal depth to an analysis that will be focused on contemporary social phenomena. 

Part two is more theoretical. In it the ofien contentious theme of democracy is explored. 

Looking briefly at contemporary and more classic hterpretations, 1 proceed by specifjkg 

how this term is deployed in this work. 

1. RELIGION AND SOCLAL CAPITAL: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Historicaily, North America has witnessed the confluence of religious and 

democratic themes . Nathan Hatch claims that in some respects, religion lies at the very 

foundations of democracy in the United States. Though never employing the term "social 

capital", it wiil become clear that much of what people were doing, under the aegis of 

religious belief and practice involved groups, noms, trust and other elernents that could 



f d  under this rubric. In the chaotic wake ofthe American Revolutionary War, religion, for 

most people, provided an important anchor to their world views. A time when issues of 

leadership, authority and organization were conteste& the war increased the number of 

individuals who were critical of the establishment- This led to discussions on tieedom, 

equality and representation - a democratic rhetoric which emerged in large part fiom the 

revivalist Christian message that permeated the colonies at the the .  Ultïmately, in many 

churches, this led to the questioning of, and disdain for hierarchy, tradition and the 

authority of culturai elites, wrapped up in the democratic ideal that every individual could 

equally participate in building the great Amencan Republic. Both a federal government 

and ecclesiastical institutions were too weak to effectively Limit the effects of such 

dissenting and liberating discourse. A symbiosis of sorts emerged between Christiiuiity 

and dernocratic rhetoric to the point where even religious outsiders felt that Amenca was 

for them, a providentid nation. People wanted unpretentious leaders, music and doctrine 

to which they could relate. In short, both the culture and Christianity were "effectively 

reshaped by ordinary people who moulded it to their own image ... 9 9 5  

Nathan Hatch delineates three ways in which popular Christianity of the day 

implicitly promoted democratic ideais. The first was that many of these religions did not 

differentiate between the clergy and laity. They were anti-hierarciiicd to the point where 

they reshaped Christianity according to the dictates of their needs, rather than to those of 

the elite. Secondly, individuals were encouraged to understand God on their own tems, 

Nathan 0. Ehtch, 'The Democratization of Christianity and the Character of Americaa PoLiticsY', in 
Reiie;ion and American Politics: From the Colonial Period to the 1980's, ed. Mark Noll, (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1990)pp.92-120, quoted h m  p, 95, 



without relying on the cnitch of orthodox doctrine- This promoted and Iegitimated 

religious ecstasy and emotionaiïsm; what could be termed a religion of the heart. 

Furthemore, this expanded the realm of what were considered religious signs- Injecting 

daily life with a higher degree ofsupematuralism than orthodoxy would aiiow, dreamr and 

visions were accepted as legitimate signs of God's presence. Thirdly, in this wlstnictured 

and fluid religious environment, those who orthodoxy wodd nomaiiy define as outsiders, 

were empowered to believe that they too, legitimately belonged to the American religious 

tapestry and could take part in shaping its k r e .  These elements, combined to 

Chrisfr-anize the United States like no other period in its history because various religious 

leaders were "able to offer common people, especidy the poor, compelling visions of 

individual self-respect and collective self-~onfidence."~ 

So pervasive was this ethos that even meetings in unpretentious log houses, 

"simple f m e r  and artisans" were transformed into "thunderhg prophets intent on shaping 

the destiny of a nation". Explained one such attendee in 1830: 

we began to talk about the kingdom of God as ifwe had the world at our 
command; we talked with great confidence, and talked big things, aithough we 
were not rnany people, we had big feelings ... we began to talk like men of 
authority and power ... we talked of such big things that men could not bear them? 

Although such messages were not expressly political in their content, eschatological 

visions of this sort denouncing a cormpt and hierarchical world and preaching equality had 

very real political consequences indeed. In fict, Hatch argues, the above ideals are the 

IbiQ pp- 96-97, quoted on p. 98. 

' Quoted in Hatch, op. cit, p.104. 



embryonic form of a contemporary American ideology that is indMduaiistic, liberai, 

competitive and market dnven. In looking at the content of John Leland's career as 

perhaps the most famous Baptist preacher in the late lah and early 19& centuries, one 

fïnds a message steeped in the twofold themes of avoidance of centraiized controi and 

promotion of self reliance. Leland "proclaimed a divine economy that was atomktic and 

competitive rather than wholistic and hierarchical". Furthemore, and most importantly, in 

a truly democratic fashion, this ethos was in no way an elite, top-down imposition, but 

rather a case where, common folk"'chatnpioned the promise of persona1 autonomy as a 

message they could understand and a cause to which they could subscnïe - in God's 

name, no  les^."^ 

It is important to elaborate on Hatch's argument at length because it lays out 

clearly the core of the relationship between religion and democracy; a very specific 

Christian ethos that spills into and democratizes other facets of social and political We. 

Since 1 shall transpose Putnam's Amencan work into a Canadian context, it is also 

important to examine the work of a foremost Canadian histonan, George Rawlyk, whose 

arguments paralïel those of Hatch's. A good starhg point for this endeavour is Rawlyk's 

Canada Fire. In this fascinating account, the author traces the birth and evolution of the 

New Light movement in Nova Scotia from 1775-18 12. 

At the heart of this radical Evangelicalism, was the doctrine of the New Birth 

around which was built a Pietistic, Puritanical, anarchistic, emotional and spiritual 

religiosity. What grew out of the experience of the New BiRh was a religion of the heart 

& Hatch, op. cit., pp- 109-1 13, quoted on p. 113- 



rather than a hierarchical, ordered and doctrinal religion of the head which was more 

c haracteristic of Presbyterians and Angiicans. Henry Alline, an iaspirational, powemil and 

captivating preacher, converted many to New Light beliefs in the last decades of the 

Eighteenth Century in Nova Scotia. Mer  his own earthshaking conversion experience, 

the fieq preacher maintained a deep spinaiality with a strong ascetic bent which mitigated 

against antinomian excesses, often characteristic of radical democratic and emotionai 

religions. M e r  his passing, the movement slowed somewhat, ody to regain strength 

through the hard work of itinerant preaching by some of his successors who expounded 

the doctrine of the dramatic New Bkth experience as the comerstone of one's relationship 

~ i t h   GO^.^ 

The important poînt is that this radical movement, me many, did splinter. 

Followers where sent in aii directions, fiom the more conservative, hierarchical, 

respectable Baptists to the radical antinomian New Dispensationalists. A prominent 

member of the latter group was Lydia Randail who in the 1790's deployed her radical 

theology to attack the patriarchal institutions of marriage and, the amficiality of religious 

authority, ceremony and scnpture.'' Furthemore, although the first third of the book 

illustrates the leadership side of the movement, Rawlyk is carefùl in building a strong case, 

using a plethora of persona1 letters and anecdotal evidence, to show that the movement, 

rather than being elitist, was in fact "evangelical populism in its pristinely pure form." 

George Rawlyic, Canada Fire: Radical Evang:elicalism in British North America 1775-1812, (Kiagston: 
McGU-Queen's University Press, 1994), Chapters 1-5- 

l0 Ibid, ch. 5. 



Furthemore, in language reminiscent of Hatch's Rawlyk adds that ‘%bis democratization 

of Maritime Evangelicalism d u ~ g  its crucial formative stage meant, among other thuigs, 

that the gap between the so-cded leaders and the foiîowers was virtudy n~nexistent."'~ 

Despite these clear similarities with its south-of-the-border counterpart, Nova 

Scotian evangelicali~rn'~ was of a more radical, populist and democratic variety despite its 

rejection of the Amencan Revolution. Rawlyk explains that Evangelicalism in the 

province, unburdened by secular concems like civic humankm and republicanism, was f?ee 

to focus more heavily on religious matters. However, that is not to Say that such ferment 

did not spili over uito other areas. For example, in demonstrating the threat that this 

radicalism posed to the established culture, the author quotes Charles Ingiis, a Nova 

Scotian Bishop of the Church of Engiand who remarked in exasperation that the New 

Lights were involved in a ''total revolution in religious and civil goveniment." More 

clearly put, this evangelicalism with its democratic ethos, givhg leadership roles to both 

women and children and supporting unorthodox and emotional methods and ntuals were 

at odds with the established order of the Church of Engiand and local g~vernment.~' 

According to Rawlyk, the EvangeLicalism developing north of the border in Nova 

Scotia was more radical than its Amencan counterpart due to the absence of forces to 

I2  1 say "Nova Scotian" because this is the ody example 1 discussed here. However, Etawiyk spends 
considerable time showing how, through Meùiodist itinerants such as Nathan Bangs and Hezekiah 
Wooster in what is now Ontario, Methdïst Evangericaiïsm engulfed the region in a "Canada Fire". Both 
individuals were respomile for the conversion of many by bringing religion to the level of daily Life with 
emotionalism and individuai sanctification, See Rawlyk, op-cit., 1994, ch7- 

13 Rawlyk, op.&, 1994- See pp, 131-132, IngIis quoted on p.13 1- 



contain dissent and maintain order and cohesion Rawlyk explains that "the absence of 

effective local govemment and a dependance on Halifax and London naturally stunted 

political and ideologicd development in Nova Scotia? From this developed a more 

radical individualism which, "fostered by a powerfbi localism devoid of the societai 

cohesion provided by town government, democratized Christianity and largely 

depoliticized religion."" 

As the writings of both authors show, such a radical democratization of retigion, 

in a tirne when it dominated many important facets of life could not help but produce, 

however unintended, some very red consequences for social structure on both sides of the 

border. Although the revivalist paradigm would gradually be phased out by the growing 

middle class Lifestyle of nineteenth century We, the democratized form of Christianity 

would rear its head occasionally, chalienging orthodoqr. 

Throughout the nineteenth cenhiry, the socio-economic structure of what was to 

become Canada was slowly evolving. In many ways, fiontier conditions, characterized by 

a lack of governmental and social infrastructure, were giviag way to more sedentary and 

rniddle-class lifestyles. This process is well evidenced, for example by the various 

Methodist Churches which, by the second haif of the centuy were working toward 

denominational unity in an effort to consolidate institutional, hancial, and personnel 

resources as well as adherents. Their hopes in building a national church seem a far cry 

fiom the early days of itinerant preaching which helped develop Methodism in what is now 

Ontario. 



In the 1 s t  two or three decades of the Eighteenth century, the Methodist Church in 

Canada was expenencing a slowdown in growth. At this point, the Church had gained 

tremendously in popularity and status and had become part of the wider Protestant 

hegemony in English Canada. In fact, in its efforts to build an instihitionaiiy stronger 

church, seekùig to keep rather than to find new members, Methodist leaders 

sought to attract the commercial and professional middle classes and skilied 
artisans- They hoped that the urban congregations would provide status and 
increased financiai support for the Iarger work of &nominations- Saving the 
wedthy was just as important as savîng the poor, and it was both easier and more 
beneficial to the other goals of the church.ls 

In addition, the church was increasùigly influenced by growuig urbanization. Neil Semple 

characterizes urbanization as more than a physical transformation. Rather he interprets it, 

beyond population growth and concentration, as an ethos with traits ranging nom 

progress, order, respectability and culture, to decay, sin and dienation. In addition, the 

urban ethos permeated and eventudy predominated in the local hinterlands. This process 

is evidenced by the changing format of the revival camp meetings. As opposed to the 

rowdy, emotional and anarchistic meetings of days past, adherents attended well ordered 

events in a proper moral atmosphere better suited to their new urbane life~tyles.'~ This 

elevation in status for Methodism can also be seen in the architecture of its modest and 

plain houses of worship, which slowly gave way to immense gothic structures towering 

lS Neil Semple, The Lord's Dominion: The Historv of Canadian Methodism, (Montreal: McGill-QueenTs 
University Press, 1996), See chapter 8 for the details of Methociism's development ftom a radical 
revivalist sect, to a less radical, middle class religion, part of the ernerging Protestant hegemony in much 
of English Canada. Quoted on p-188. 

l6 Neil Semple, "The @est for the Kingdom: Aspecîs of Rotestant Revivaüsm in Nineteenth-Centuxy 
Ontario", in Old Ontario: Essays in Honour of J-M-S. Careless, eds. Keane, D. and Read, C- (Toronto: 
Dundum Press, 1990). 



high above the city scape." 

The changes in class structure and Methodism in Canada are also weU Uustrated 

by the temperance movement which began as a disparate, loosely organized effort to 

produce individual conversion and repentance. However, as the movement matured and 

Methodism became more midde-class, adherents and members enjoyed higher social 

status and more political clout. This is demonstrated by the movement's change toward 

more institutional social reforms through politics and legidation, rather than by a f o a s  on 

individual salvation tbrough moral suasion." Again, this transfiormation reflects a 

changing socio-economic structure where Methodist adherents, by the end of the 

eighteenth century were part of the broader Protestant, English Canadian hegemony. 

Thus, throughout the 1 9h century, a religious framework, specificaliy a Christian 

framework, was the dominant world view through which life and society were interpreted 

in English-speaking Canada. As a result, in periods of institutional and governmental 

underdevelopment, social ferment of a democratic flavour would understandably be 

expressed in a religious manner. Both Hatch in the US, and Rawlyk for Canada, present 

clear cases of thk. Similarly, as a given society and its socio-economic structures mature, 

the hegemonic paradigm emerging would similarly be expressed in omnipresent religious 

terminology." The above examples iiiustrate the idea of mobilization built and maintained 

17 William Westfdi and Malcolm Thurlby, "Church Architecture and Urban Space: The Development of 
Ecclesiastical Forms in Nineteenth-Century Ontario" in Old Ontario, op.cit.(1990). 

'' Jan Noel, Canada Dm (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995). 

19 For example. the nationalist ideology that developed at the turn of the 20"' century was heavily steeped 
in Christian Theologies. This was especially pertinent with regards to the masses of non-Christian 
immigrants who were beginning to flood the country. To be Canadianized, and assimiiated rneant to be 



around religious betiefs, mores and practices. Nonetheless, the type ofmobilization 

involved was highly dependent on a still emerging class structure. In other words, the 

types of social capital to which individuals and groups had access varied considerably 

dong these lines. For example, the temperance movement progressed fiom a mobilization 

of resources through moral suasion by members of the, as yet, embryonic middle class. 

However, as class structure began to sotid@ in the late nineteenth century, presenting the 

benefits of upward mobility to greater numbers, efforts left the more uncertain and 

arnorphous ground of mord suasion, for what were thought to be more efficient and 

concretely productive types of social capital. Former means ofactivism that were less 

concrete in their effects on society, like moral suasion, were gradualiy de-emphasized in 

favour of poiiticai action that was more institutionaiiy based, producing more tangible 

results, such as legislation in the form of prohibition. 

In any democratic society, past or present, the voice of dissent is necessarily of 

great importance. Though rniddle class Protestants gained hegemonic status, they did not 

do so unopposed or without criticism- For example, in the 1880's in the midst of growing 

secular threats such as hurnanism, biblical cnticism and evolutionary theory, the revivalist 

and emotionai Salvation A m y  offered a loud voice of solidarity and opposition for many 

men and women of the working class. In a now familik theme, the primary critique was 

that dominant forms of Protestantism had become too doctrinal, too hierarchicai and too 

Christianized. S e  Mary Vipond, "Canadian National ConsciopSnes and the Formation of the United 
Church of Canada" in Pro~hets. Prïests and Prociinalsr Readinns in Canadian Religious Historv. 1608 to 
Present, eds. McGowan, Mark G., and Marshall, David B., floronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 
1992. Similarly, the attempts of assimilation of Native Cananians in religious residential schools 
illustrates this point poignantly aad siarkly- See Elizabeth Fdss, Victims of Benevolence: The Dark 
Legacv of the Williams Lake Residential School, (Vaacower: Arsenal Pulp Press, 1992). 



obsessed with respectatdity and matenal wealth, causing them to lose sight of the true 

Christian message. The Salvation Army, on the other hand, gave its working class 

members a locale in which their values and culture were celebrated and where all souk 

were equally considered children of God. This democratic structure empowered many 

(mostly young) working class men and women to be leaders in their c~mmunity.~~ The 

Saivation Amy serves as an excellent illustration of how religion, through social capital, 

gave a voice to dissenting views, which othenvise may not have been heard. 

By the turn of the twentieth century, most maidine Protestant Churches had 

distanced themselves considerably nom their revivalist roots. This, however, sparked 

something of a revolution against a religion that focussed too heavily on d o c t ~ d  minutiae 

and hierarchy. While it was becoming a "religion of the head" leaders of the Protestant 

Churches grew divided. In times of rapid social change in association with modernization 

and urbanization, some felt that the church was losing touch with, and becomhg 

increasingly irrelevant to the needs of the "common man." With feus of both becoming 

irrelevant and of losing the working class to the growing popularity of secular socialist 

ideologies, leaders of the clergy aggressively promoted a program of Christian social 

reform. However, on the local level, especialiy in m a i  areas, the individuai autonomy of 

parish clergymen educated with the Victorian religion of inner piety, proved to be an 

obstacle to the promulgation of such a message. Once this initial resistance was overcome 

by a business-lie program of advertising and (re)educatïng the clergy, "a movement 

'O Lynn Marks, Revivais and Roller Rinl<s: Religion L e i m  and Identitv in Late Nineteenth Cenhw 
Small Town Ontario, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), ch-6, especdly pp, 156-168- 



toward unifonnity, specialkation and bureaucratie efficiency" furthered the transition 

towards a more democratic form of social Christianity within the Methodist a d  

Presbyterian churches. '' 

The next step was to meld the program of social Christianity with the "...dernands 

of common people, whose traditions of spîrituality remained intenvoven with the culture 

of revivalism-.."= Marginalised just decades earlier by an emerging middle-class 

intellechiai religion, at a t h e  of fang attendance rates, the Evangelical fire rekindled- 

'TulIed by a democratic and populist orientation," write Gauvreau and Christie, "this new 

generation of ministers attempted to recapture early nineteenth century evangelistic 

traditions, which had represented a revolt against high culture and intellectual theology 

and the exaltation of the religious experience and language of the common people."23 By 

adapting to the needs of the people, progressive clergymen were able to remain central in 

the lives of their constituency, while a revivaiist religiosity moved once again to the centre 

of mainstream Chrïstianity. What ensued was a gradua1 change in authonty fkom 

theological, hierarchical grounds, to the hands of the audience, dehed by their needs and 

21 Nancy Christie, and Michel Garneau, A Fuüdrbed Christianitv: The Protestant Churches and 
Social Welfare in Canada. 1900-1940, Montreai: McGill-Queen7s University Press, 1996). Chapter 1, 
quoted on p. 35. As the authors note, they are writing in direct response to authors who make quite the 
opposite claim: that this social d'rm offensive with the Church branching out into many areas previously 
not under its canopy lead directly to secularization in the latter haif of the twentieth century- See for 
example, David B. Marshall, Seculanzin~ the Faith: Canadian Protestant Clerm and the Crisis of Belief, 
1850-1940, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), and a h ,  Ramsay Cook, The Remmerators: 
Social Criticism in Late Victonan Canada, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1985)- 

Christie and Garneau, op. Cit (1996). p. 36. 



their language." Furthemore, through its strong hold over budding social science and 

social s e ~ c e  departments in Canadian universities such as McGill and the University of 

Toronto, elite Protestantism's sociai values informed much of the work behg done. As an 

extension of this influence, many of the earIy sociai programs, indeed the Caaadian welfàre 

state in embryonic form, were shaped by the dictates of Social Evangelism. ZZ More 

specificaiiy, the localized perspective of social Christianity was dependant on the 

volunteerism of women, Theu influence is seen in the matemai feminist concerns that 

informed the development of the early welfare state in Canada Programs concernhg the 

reconstmction of rural Me, child welfare and mothers' pensions are but a few e~amples .~~  

It seems clear that religion and some ofits institutions provided its Amencan and 

Canadian adherents with various foms of social capital, be they noms oftrust arnong 

members, a sense of civic duty, or material resources such as meeting rooms. This 

strengîhened individuals' and groups' courage in theû convictions giving them a strong 

voice which may not have been heard otherwise, hence b e t t e ~ g  the Canadian democratic 

process. 

1s this a fair statement to make? Are the transitions and Links between religion, 

social capital and democracy this direct? Are ail forms of social capital inherently 

democratic? 1s religion always involved in the creation of social capital as ïndicated 

24 Ibid, ch.2. 

25 For elaboration on these ideas, see Christie and Gawreau, op.  ci^, (1996). ch3. 

26 Christie and Gauvreay op-nt., (1996). p247. 
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above? More importantly, however, does it continue to do so as the twentieth cenhuy 

draws to a close? Robert Putnam proposes that social capital of ail kinds, includiig the 

religiously produced varkty, is in decline. My contention here is that in examining the 

production of social capital in any given region, dong with many other variables, religious 

belief and practice must be considered. How does religion influence individual 

propensities to belong to groups, to trust others, and to cooperate with them? 

Furthermore, beyond this point, one must then understand how such fonns of participation 

relate to democracy. 

These are some of the important socîological issues which 1 intend to address in 

the corning chapters. Before advancuig to a closer examination of mitnam's daims about 

social capital and democracy, however, it would be f i t fb l  to add a Little substance to the 

latter te- often taken for granted . Once this has been done, we will be better 

positioned to begin drawing connections between the three components in direct relation 

to the above historicai analysis. 

2. A DEMOCRATIC EXCURSUS 

To have a healthy democracy, there is a need for equality. In fact, equality has 

been the cornerstone of many a theorist's discussion on the subject. Alexis de Toqueville 

noted in the early part of the nineteenth century, that equality between individuals in their 

access to the %st elements of human knowledge" was the key to the highly successfùl 



and newly founded Amencan democracy. 27 Sirnilarly, about a century later, Karl 

Mannheim wrote with confidence that, "everybody wiU agree, it is part of our democratic 

creed to c d  'democratic' behavior that irnplies the person's readiness for cooperation, 

especidy with bis equals ..."28 No sooner are these words spoken, however, that the 

inevitable question arises; "yes, but what h d  of equality?" Although it is beyond the 

scope of this chapter to delve deeply into this issue, an outhe of some basic and 

commonly made arguments is certainly well wmanted. 

The Enlightenment philosopher, Jean Jacques Rousseau, was an advocate of direct 

democracy. He said that equality means commonality in aim, that is, legislation following 

the "wiii of the people" as detennined through meeting in assembly. It soon became 

apparent, however, with modem population growth and urbankation, that " tom hall" 

type of direct democracy would have to be replaced by some fom or other of 

representation. Keeping this in muid, Philip Green mites that if direct democracy is 

impossible, then extending "...the institutions of collective participatory decision making" 

is needed. And fùrther, that a ûuly representative and democratic system would provide 

forums for discussion and "Uifonned and educated public debate." 

27 Alexis De Toquewiile, 'Bemocracy in Amenca" in Democfa- ed. Philip Green, (New Jersey: 
Hiimanities Press, 1993), p.38. 

28 Karl Mannheim, "Integrative BehaMor and Democratic Personality" in Democcacv: The contemmiary: 
Theories, ed. M.Rejai, (New York: Atherton Press, 1967), p.282. 

Alexis De Toqueville was a m  of this as he wrote about demacracy in the United States? associating it 
with the srnail town comunity which shared a clearer notion of the "cornmon weal". See Toqueville, 
"The New England Town" in Democracv: The Contemmrarv Theories, op.&, (1976), pp.206-208. !k 
aiso Green, "'Democracy' as a Contested Idea" in Demmcv, op-cit. (1993), p.3- See also Green, 
"'Retrieving Democfacy" in Democracy, op.&. (1993), p.257. 



Green defines equaiity in terms of the equal empowerment of individuals to choose 

responsible and adequate representation for theû group, however smaii, to then voice their 

concems on agendas of legislation, administration or any matter with which they are 

concerned. In this sense, representation and participation are self-reinforcing if individuais 

feel empowered to come together to dehe themselves, their needs and their 

representation To the extent that this process is both responsible and accountable to 

them, members of a given community wiIl participate efEective1y- This possibility should 

be open equally to all people, on all public matten for which they feel the need to provide 

input. Participation and representation are not antitheticai, but rather good representation 

fosters chic involvement and energy, while strong participation ensures good 

repre~entation.'~ 

In Light of these views, what is fundamentally undemocratic about pseudo- 

representative democracy, says Green, 

is that it tum political access and iduence into an episodic and occasional or 
even non existent event in the iives ofmost people. It makes experts at political 
action of people who have somethiag visïbly important to gai. or to protect fiom 
that action, and apathetic incompetents ofthe rest..fl 

Green presents a public sphere where, as C. Wright M'Us once wrote, "ail official 

decisions, as weii as pnvate decisions of consequence, are justified as in the public's 

welfare." Furthemore, this justification wouid come fiom ''the free ebb and flow of 

discussion" amongst memben of an informed and participatory public. At the opposite 

'O Green, "Renieving Demairacy" in Democracv. op-cit 

" Ibid, p-259. 
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end of the ideai-type spectnim would be the depoliticized, nondemocratic "masses."32 

Perhaps the most important point to take from Green's observations is the 

distinction between the Eamework for democracy - its institutions - and democracy itself. 

Democracy does have a framework which inciudes rights and institutions such as needom 

of speech and association, parliament, and universal &age for example. However, 

these are not democracy per se. Of interest rather, are moments of democratic activity, of 

"popular insurgency, and direct action, unmediated politics." Democracy occurs in spite 

of, and not because of a formal democratic process; institutions and d e s  often act as 

inertia to, or a "hardening of the arteries" of democracy. What is needed for a healthy 

dernocracy is aproloqpion of the moment of insurgency and direct action, says Green." 

For the purposes of this thesis, we may ask, does religion create social capital in 

the form of a forum for the "ebb and flow of discussion" as MïlIs puts it above? Does 

religion offer forrns of social capital to its members that aiiow them to seek and attain self 

definition and representation? In short, does it help prolong the democratic moment? Far 

fiom having institutional structures encouraging the exchange of opinions and dialogue, 

Rawlyk's analysis showed that the Eighteenth Cenhiry Nova Scotian New Light vision 

arose fiom conditions that were quite unregdated in this rnanner. This allowed for a 

healthy exchange of viewpoints and critiques of dominant churches, specificaily the United 

Church ofEngland and IreIand. The fact that New Lights thrived in smaii towns and in 

'' C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite, (New York: Mord University Press, 1959), p.298. 

33 Green, "'Democracy' as a Contested Idea" in Democran~, o p d t  (L993), pp.14-18, quoted fiom 
page 14. 



rural areas while they were stïfied in Halifax illustrates point. The paucity of social 

institutions in rural Nova Scotia played a very important role in faciltahg the transition 

from discussion to action. In such a volatile and fluid environment, it was relatively easy 

for a group of individuals to gather and define both their identity and their goals. There 

was some institutional resistance to this, pdcularly from the Church of England. 

However, resistance was minimal, a point to which attests the success of the New Lights 

in the decades straddling the tum of the nineteenth century. A good example of a positive 

institutional presence is the First Amendment of the United States' Constitution, a socio- 

legal structure that encouraged and preserved a space for dissenthg voices. 

Open conditions of this nature cannot prevail indefinitely in any area. As is often 

the case, sedentary and institutionalized Lifestyles as well as a hegemonic discourse emerge 

eventualiy f?om volatile pioneer and frontier conditions. Dissenting voices, if not outright 

hindered in their attempts to speak out, are often left to their own devices. While we have 

discussed the role played by religion as legitimation for, and part of, the hegemonic 

discourse, we have also seen examples where it provided courage, institutions, 

community, solidarity and a framework of action, ail forms of social capital for groups 

whose voice might otherwise not have been heard. In short, religious beliefs, for these 

people where a source of coiiective solidarity dowing individuals to create and prolong 

moments of democratic activity. 

To this I add a final point. A truly democratic process, or moment as Green puts 

it, is much more than a simple compromise between groups. Rather, it involves 

cooperation between mutually (and equally) respeeting groups and a willingness to be 



open to and accept change and criticïsm. Democracy involves the integration ofdifferent 

purposes and viewpoints. This means that though people may have dEerent experiences, 

interests and backgrounds, as Mannheim points out, they must nonetheless "transmute 

their dEerent approaches for the purpose of CO-operating in a common way of Iife ...( fkom 

which] ... a new purpose ernerges which the partners come to chensh even more than their 

original aùns." " 

Writhg in the comext of the challenges of multiculturalism to democracy in 

Canada, Charles Taylor makes much the same argument. He writes that, based on 

standards ofpresumed worlh in other cultures (or in this case, perspectives) than our own 

which we may come to know through study and respectful deliberation, we can not only 

l e m  the other's position, but ailow it to modifj. Our own; a kind of diaiectical process 

leading to what Gadamer called a ''fùsion of horizons". Taylor describes a process and its 

results where 

We leam to move in a broder horizon, witbia which what we have forrneriy taken 
for granted as the background to vduatioa can be situated as one possibiiity 
alongside the Merent background of the fonnerly unfamiliar culture. The "fùsion 
of Horizons" operates through our developing new vocabularies of cornparison, by 
means of which we can articulate these contra~ts-~~ 

These thoughts take on added salience in the later discussion on social capital and 

contemporary democracy in Canada Earlier I argued that, historicaiiy, religion was a 

major producer of social capital in Canada, and aiiuded to the possibility that religion may 

34 Kari Mannheim. "Integrative Behavior and Demoaatic Personality", in Dernocracv: The 
Contemmrarv Theories, op.cit- (1967), p.284-85. 

35 Charles Taylor. "The Politics of Recognition" in Multiculniralimi and "The Politics of Recognition": 
An Essav bv Charles Tavlor, ed- Amy Guünann, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), pp.25-73- 
Quoted fiom p.67. 



continue to take on this role today. At this point, Putnam would say that high levels of 

social capital benefit democracy. This is what he has found in his studies ofItaly (1993) 

and the United States (1995). ln applying his fiamework to study social capital, religion 

and democracy in Canada, we have good reason to suspect that the issue oftolerance may 

assume greater importance than it has in Putnam's work on the U.S. 

As Seymour Muth Lipset claims, "Canada has been and is more class-aware, 

elitist, law abidiig, statkt, coliectivity-oriented and particulan*stic (group-onented) than 

the United States."" Furthermore, a large part of the national Canadian identity is built 

around the rejection of the individualism and disdain for authorïty that is at the heart of the 

Amencan Revolution which can lead to what some see as "mobocracy-" Canadians, on 

the other hand, express deference to authority (fonnerly the Crown) as "necessary to 

protect rninority rights fiom populist excesses" ailowing fiom greater diversity and 

freed~rn.~' This daim is demonstrated with respect to sexual behaviour as Canadians were 

found to be more tolerant than Americans who espouse more puritanical values.f8 

Canada's multicultural policy also exemplifies the importance of tolerance and acceptance 

of other cultures and world views. Akhough both Canada and the US have liberaüzed 

immigration policy since the 19601s, Lipset argues that "Canada is cleariy handling the 

strains of a multicultural society better than the United States ... in spite of a dramatic 

change in the ethnic composition of its major cities, there has been relatively little overt 

36 Lipset, op-cit., (1990), p. 8. 

37 Ibid, p 14. 

38 Ibid, p. 86. 



f i i~ t ion-~ '~~  

Lipset's work underscores the importance the concept of tolerance takes on when 

discussing contemporary Canadian democracy. Taylor's argument is a useful heoretical 

complement because in writing about multlculturaiism, he convincingly demonstrates the 

importance of the "presumption of worth" to Canadian politics. As for its utility in this 

work, tolerance not oniy allows, but requires an analyticd distinction between foms of 

social capital which may foster tolerance and those that may not. Clearly, such a 

distinction is vital ifone wishes to understand social capital and its relation to the 

contemporary democratic process in Canada- 

3. CONCLUSION 

We have corne a long way corn Putnam's initial comments on bowling. Both 

discussions, the historical anaiysis as well as the democratic theory, illustrate what Putnam 

described as social capital. Furthemore, it is quite clear that religiously generated social 

capital, as iilustrated earlier, gave a democratic character to various social institutions or 

served as a foundation and framework for democracy in times of institutional absence or 

fluidity in Canada. In many ways, religion helped individuals and groups develop noms 

and networks to facilitate and CO-ordinate social and political action. Groups also gained 

solidarity in the face of adversity by forming strong religious bonds promoting noms of 

generalized reciprocïty, trust and communication; developing the 'T' into the "WeYY. 

39 IbiQ p. 2 18, see also, pp. 172-192 for a dinimon of multinilhiral policy in Canada and the treatment 
of rninonties in both nations- 



However, some pertinent questions remain Ofprimary importance is the need to 

further elaborate and define social capital. This will help show its potentiai for anaiysis of 

religion and dernocracy in contemporary times. The next chapter is an overview of the 

theory as it has been developing in the United States. It is an opportunity to fkther refine 

the term, as weil as to focus and elaborate on its relation to religion. The social capital 

debate has been an important fixture of Amencan political science, specificdy centred 

around the possibility of its deche. It is in light of thÏs Amriean bias that in chapters 

three and four, a statisticai analysis of social capital is appiied to the contemporary 

Canadian religious landscape using the Angus Reid Groupys 1996 survey on Religion and 

Politics in North Ame~ca, one of the larges of its kuid. 

Following this, in the fifth chapter, is a cntical discussion of social capital based on 

the data analysis. These results will guide our reflections on Putnam's work and how weii 

it applies to the Canadian context. We wiiI then be better positioned to ascertain to what 

degree, in Canada social capital contributes to the "fusion of horizons", which as we have 

seen is fiindamental to a truiy democratic process. 



CEMPTER m. PUTNMS'S ARGUMENT: POINT AND COUNTERPOINT 

Putnam clabs in YBowling Alone" that the United States is experiencing social 

decapitaiization because of fallùig rates of associational mernbership. A graduai 

Mpoverishment of Amencan democratic processes is the resdt. This is an enormous 

simplification of Putnam's claims about social capital that does not capture the 

sophisticated and detailed research he haî conducted in order to reach these conclusion 

To understand the process by which Putnam came to his conclusions, this chapter will 

explore his earlier research in Italy where he formulates the ideas he applies to the US. in 

ccBowling Alone." The goal ofthis chapter is to answer the question, "what is social 

capital, what are its critiques and how can we use it to understand the interaction of 

democracy and religion in contemporaq Canada?" 

1. PUINAM'S WORK 

In order to understand Putnam's approach properly, we must take a backward 

glance. Two years before the publication of "Bowling Alone", in his book Making 

Democracv Work, Putnam gives shape to the ideas put to work in the article. In this 

highiy comprehensive and detailed work he asks "What are the conditions for creatuig 

strong, responsive, effective representative in~titutions?"~ Ln order to understand how 

Putnam arrives at the conclusions he does, 1 shali retrace the steps he followed in his study 

'O Robert D. Putnam, Makine Demonacv Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Icalv, (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1993), p.6. 



of Itaiy. As will become apparent, Putnam's research leads him to take a socio-cultural 

approach to explain the vital pieces interlinking to make democracy fùnction effeaively. 

Furthemore, he employs the term "chic cornmunity" to pinpoint the socio-cultural 

elements that are the most important aspects involved. This chapter will explicate how 

Putnarn adds concreteness to the term "civic community" in the form of variables to be 

empiricaily analysed and how he theoretically grounds his findings with social capital. 

FmaiIy, I present an o v e ~ e w  of various critiques by other authors in an effort to refine 

the use of socid capital as a tool to understand what makes democracy work. 

Past work on democratic institutions, says Putnam, can be grouped into three 

broad perspectives. The first school emphasizes institutional design ofgovernments as the 

most important variable to manipulate in creating effective democratic institutions. In his 

own study, institutional design is a constant because the Italian regional govemments he is 

studying were created in 1970 and were, on paper at Ieast, identical. However this does 

not necessariiy prevent the study of institutional change for Putnam, since he examines 

how institutions adapt to various challenges over thek twenty-year history. 

The second approach emphasizes socioeconomic modemity (and its accompanyïng 

characteristics such as wealth and education) as the key factor in shaping and preserving 

effective democratic institutions. His project is ideal for studying such variables because 

when the new provinces were created, Italy had a broad range of regions representing 

various levels of socioeconomic modernization, as it stiil does today. Through his analysis, 

Putnam discovers that the pattern of modemkation breaks d o m  according to geography: 

the modem North, contrasting starkly with the lesser modeniized provinces of southem 



Italy. Much of the work Ui the book centres around explainhg this peculiar yet consistent 

distribution, 

The third school ofthought focuses on socio-cultural factors as the key 

determinants of a vibrant democratic tradition. For Putnam, this area plays a partidarly 

strong part in shaping his understanding of democracy. Furthemore, it will be the 

approach taken in the third chapter of this work when many of Putnam's ideas are applied 

to Canada and specificdy to religious beiief and practice as the socio-cultural factor under 

study- 

In 1970, meen of the twenty provincial governments were created by the central 

government of Rome which divested itselfof some of its power to create a more local, 

decentralized Italian govemment. This is the point fiom which Putnam's analysis departs. 

It is in a detailed account of these events and their outcornes, using qualitative, 

quantitative and histoncai methods, that Putnam hopes to achieve a deeper understanding 

of the mechanics of effective democratic govemance. " 

Throughout his investigation, the pattern that quickly emerges is one where the 

provinces of the North display strong, effective institutionai performance, while those in 

the South seem comparatively underdeveloped and inefficient. In looking at variables 

indicative of socioeconomic modemity, the author 6nds that the northem regions have a 

greater number of better, more efficient programs and resources that are mobilized more 

efficiently. But, wams Putnam, economic modernïty oniy tels a srnail part of the story 

since many of the southen Provinces, through redistributive measures, are fbancially well 

" Ltnam, op-cit., (1993). see his introduction, -aUy pp.9-14. 
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endowed. Consequently, weak governmentai performance cannot be entirely explained by 

such variables. At this point, Putnam turns to theoretical speculation in the area of civic 

culture to explain how these differences arose and persisted. 

Putnam asks how democratic institutional performance is afEiected by "civic 

c~mmunîty'~, defining this nebulous tenn with four constituent concepts. The fira of these 

is civic engagement on the part of the citizenry, which is founded on "civic Wtue7'. What 

is important here is that individuais have a notion of the greater good, beyond mere 

individual needs. The author hims to Toqueville who referred to this as "enlightened self 

interest" which is ''aiive to the interests of others"." 

The second important determinant of civic community is political equality. Such 

relations between individuais with equd rights and responsibilities thrive in horizontal 

relations of tnist and cooperation, says Putnam, as opposed to vertical relations of 

authority and dependence. This however, does not at al1 entail an anarcbistic preclusion 

of leadership, but simply understands that leaders are both equai with, and responsible to 

their fellow citizens. 

The third aspect of civic culture pertains to the notion of trust among citizens, 

coupled with tolerance. The point of these values is that in mobiiizing, citizens can work 

together, despite ciifferences in opinion. This is not to Say that civil society is fiee of 

conflïct. Confiict abounds in thriving democracies, although tempered by a muhial 

respect. Furthemore, trust is important because it d o w s  members to cooperate, while 

minimizing the risks of individual opportunism. 



The fourth and bal aspect in definhg civic community for Putnam is the need for 

social structures that propagate and engender such norms. These structures, says Putnam 

are clubs and associations of ali types, whether politicai or social. The positive effects of 

associations on civic cuIture are accounted for in two ways, one internai, the other 

extemai. First, the internai effects of associations foster habits and norms of trust and 

cooperation as weil as a sense of solidarity among the membership. This effect is 

especially strong in groups that bridge various social, cultural and economic cleavages 

among members and also encompass a broad range of initiatives and mandates. Putnam 

explains, 

. . . when individuals beloag to cccross~~ttingy7 groups with diverse goals and 
members, their attitudes will tend to moderate as a r e d t  of group interaction and 
cross pressures. These effects, it is worth noting, do not reqyire that the manifest 
purpose of the association be political. Taking part in a choral society or bird- 
watching club can teach seffd.kcipluie and an appreciation for the joys of 
successfd collaboration>3 

Eaemaiiy, dense networks of associations have intensifyuig effects =dogous to 

that of a magnifjmg glass with Light. Networks of associations contribute to the 

aggregation and articulation of disparate ideas and interests, directing and concentrating 

them toward the realization of a specific goal. Furthemore, associations providllig an 

arena of exchange and collaboration strengthen and renew members' energies. The result 

is that associations both embody, and contribute to "effective social c~llaboration~'.~ 

As Putnam acknowledges, the above consists largely of theoretical speculation. 

44 Putnam, op-cit., (1993). Hi-s ideas on civil Society are taken fkom pp. 86-9 1, while this quote is on 
p.90. 



The next step for the author is to veri@ these ideas empiricaily. To do so, he tunis to 

survey data where he examines four indicators of cccivicness" which embody the above 

theoretical specifications. The t k s t  indicator directly examuies the vibrancy of 

associational life in Itaiy: the number of groups and clubs per capita- Putnarn h d s  that 

sports clubs, as weli as cultural and leisure organizations tend to dominate in My.  Next, 

the author examines the degree of newspaper readership among the populace. Since 

newspapers provide the deepest and broadest range of coverage, individuals readuig them 

are better informe& consequentiy increasing their ability to participate in and contribute 

more effectively and rneaningfully to chic deliberations. 

The third indicator is whether individuals have voted in a referendum- Referenda 

on political matters in Itaiy are not cornpuisory like eiections are. In this case, the latter 

do not serve as an indicator of political participation since it is legislated that everyone 

eligible must vote. On the other hand, referenda which are voluntary, serve as an indicator 

of individual political participation. 

Voters in Italy make their selection fkom a single party list. From these votes, 

seats in the legislature are altocated proportionaily. However, Ztalian voters have the 

hnher option of indicating on the baiiot theu preference for a given candidate. The 

author points to various studies of Italian politics indicating that preference voting is 

"largely a cover for patron-client networks" in poIitics. Putnam' s fourth indicator, 

therefore, is the type of v o h g  that takes place based on an assessrnent of whether 

individuals' voting proclivities are based on patronage or on issues. The reasoning behind 

this point is that preference voting is a reflection of patron-client politics which are related 



to personalism, and factionalism, indicative of the "absence of civic co~nrnunity."~~ 

Putnam finds a correlation among these indicatoa, which taken together, he uses 

as an indicator of civlcness. He h d s  that civicness is much more prominent in the North, 

whiie being relatively less abundant in the southem provinces. The picture pahted by the 

data, claims Putnam, is that of a civic, deliierative and democratic North, with an 

informed and active citizenry, contrasted with hierarchy, patronage and apathy of southem 

politics. '%y contrast, in the least civic regions ... voters are brought to the polls not by 

issues, but by hierarchical patron-client networks. An absence of civic associations and a 

paucity of local media in these latter regions means that citizens are rarely drawn into 

cornmunity affairs."" Putnam finds a direct association between regions that rank highly 

in civicness and those whose govemments rank highly in performance. More to the point 

for Putnam, however, is the fact that in these cases, the variable of civicness is a better 

predictor of govermnent performance than is economic development. 

Putnam also finds corroborating evidence in surveys of local politicians, 

cornmunity leaders and among mernbers of the generd public. For example, politicians in 

more civic areas tend to report less face-to-face interaction with constituents, whereas, in 

less civic areas, politicians have more contact with constituent s involving requests for 

employment, or other foms of patronage. Similarly, in less civic areas, politics tends to 

be characterized by more vertical reiations of authority and dependence, with political 

leaders coming nom a narrower and higher stratum of the social hierarchy- The 

45 Putnam, op. cit., (1993), p. 94. 

46 Ibià, pp 9 1-99. This quote is on p.97. 
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population of civic regions on the other hand, tends to have higher overaii levels of 

education, with politicians coming nom more modest backgrounds. F i d y ,  leaders in 

more civic areas tend to view more favourably ideas about popular participation in politics 

and showed a greater willingness to compromise than their less civic counterparts." 

The strong relation that Putnarn fkds between associations, civicness and 

government, however, does not hold for al1 types of organizations. One of the exceptions 

to this pattern, claims the author, concems church and ceiigiosity, whÏch for Italy do not 

rnix well with civicness at both the individuai and regional levels. Regionaiiy, resdts show 

that indicators of religiosity and clericalism - such as high rates of church attendance, a 

preponderance ofreligious versus civil marriages, views rejecting divorce and expressions 

of religious identity - al1 correlate negatively with civic engagement. SimiIarLy, at the 

individual level, those who have high rates of church attendance have low rates of 

newspaper readership and infrequentiy engage in political discussions. To explain this 

phenornenon, Putnam points to the structure of the Roman Catholic Church which tends 

to emphasize vertical relations of authority, encourage the acceptance of one's station in 

Me and obedience, qualities which are not consistent with views of civic engagement. " 
Putnam also constmcts an index of poweriessness as a measure of the presence of 

feelings exploitation, and alienation among citizenry. He finds that feelings of 

powerlessness are negatively correlated with education, but that this relationship is also 

strongly afEected by the chic comrnunity index descnbed above. Individuals in less civic 

--- - 

47 'id, 99-106. 

'' Ibid, 108-9. 



areas tend to feel more exploited and alienated, seeing no way to effect change. Such 

individuals are less likely to express social trust, trust in laws and they are Wely to be less 

confident that others wïll be law abiding dso. Communiiy life in civic areas therefore is 

easier because people expect others to follow laws and to mist others, doing so 

themselves. The result is that constituents of less civic communities, with their tom and 

tattered social fabric, are less likely to attempt to solve problems through collective action. 

Therefore, they defer solutions to institutions and authorities - trust and cooperation 

remain low, as do feeling of community - whiie individuals are less liberal, clamouring for 

stem law enforcement, 

But how would civic commuoity necessarily result in greater govemental 

effectiveness and efficiency? Through historical analysis, he shows that the present is 

strongly detennined by past socio-econornic conditions, but more so, by the presence or 

absence of a civic dture.  The past can be unkind, leaving evidence of vicious cycle d e r  

vicious cycle of deciïning and decaying social capital, and with it, withering communities 

and econornies. Conversely, it can engender cycles of the Whious type, whereby civic 

community, by its own activity, continuously replenishes itself to the benefit of the 

economy and ultimately, its constihients. 

These observations take Putnam to the heart of an age old problem with which 

philosophers and social theorists have long struggled concerning the viability of civic 

community. How do people corne to cooperate and how does social life not degenerate 

into a war of all agaha ail? What is at issue, as iiiustrated by the dilenma of public 

goods. For example, a public good iike clan air is susceptible to degeneration because, 



while benefiting everyone, no one actor can assume responsibility for it. In this case, 

acting as a collective and taking protective measures would create the best outcome for ali 

members involved. However, individuals wiii often act in their own best interest (to the 

detriment of the greater good) because without a guarantee that others would behave in 

the same manner, they risk getting cheated by others who refùse to foUow the collective 

agreement. Consequentiy, public goods or the common good, due to lack of tmst in 

others (whether ùistitutonaily induced by mooi to~g,  or built through interaction), falls to 

neglect. But people do cooperate and therefore, there logicaiiy must be a middle ground. 

In order to understand how cooperation and trust are created, both pnor to and as a result 

of collective action, Putnam tums to sociai capital theory. 

A comrnunity rich in social capital will more effectively overcome dilemmas of 

collective action. Social capital is defined as the "features of sociai organization, such as 

trust, noms and networks, that improve the efficiency of society by facilitating 

coordinated actions."" Essentiaily, the process involved is one where the components of 

social capital, such as trust and networks, through face-to-face interaction and 

communication between members, facilitate cooperation. Putnam refers to these types of 

interaction as arising fiom personal "thick tmst"characteristic of that between close fkiends 

and farnily. What remains unexplained, however, is the process whereby thick trust 

becornes more generalized; how it becomes social trust. 

There are two ways in which trust becomes generalized in a community- The first 

is through norms of generalized reciprocity, while the second is through networks of civic 



engagement. Generalued reciprocity is created by and constitutive of long term 

relationships of exchange where, at any gïven the, there may be inequality (that is, 

indebtedness of one actor to another), but over the long mn, retunis are mutual. A long 

Eendship illustrates exchange with generalized reciprocity. As Putnam wrïtes, it is this 

fom of reciprocity that produces social capital because, it "reconciles self interest and 

soiidarîty". Furthennore, generalized reciprocity is more Wcely to develop and prosper 

within dense networks of long te- repeated social exchanges. Such interactions produce 

social trust and cooperation, thereby reducing the Likelihood of opport~nism.~~ 

Secondly, networks of civic engagement are also necessary in producing and 

maintaining social trust and reciprocity. However, Putnam makes i t  very clear that only 

horizontally structured associations do so, while verticaliy stnictured associations, 

characterized by relations of authority, inequality and dependence, do not. Horizontally 

structured networks produce social trust and reciprocity because they heighten the cost of 

opportunism, foster interaction in varied contexts, facilitate the exchange of information, 

and represent past (successful) collaborations. Furthennore, weak ties, as opposed to 

strong ties (such as kinship), ironicaliy, are more likely to "undergird collaboration at the 

community level". The reason is that weak ties are more Likely to bridge social cleavages 

and unite, through collaboration, individuals fkom difEerïng backgrounds. On the other 

hand, strong but segregated networks would produce trust and reciprocity between 

members, without being generalized to the community. Thus, Putnam posits the positive 

association between institutional success in communities with horizontally structured 



groups, whereas verticdy structured, hierarchical groups iike the Roman Cathoiic Church 

would be correlated with poor governmentai performance. The central point of his work, 

may be summed up in this way: a high density of associational (horizontaliy structured) 

networks, result in strong economic performance and effectiveness of representative 

govemment. 

However, it must be borne in mind that social capital has some very idiosyncratic 

traits which account for resulting equiliiria of social capital and cMc commuluhy- Being a 

public good, sociai capital is generdy a by-product of other activities and therefore, 

maintained indirectiyY Furthemore, if not used sutncientiy, like other forms of capital, it 

will deteriorate. However, sociai capital ofien begets social capital. That is, high levels of 

generalized trust and density of networks are seifmaintaining. htnam makes this point to 

indicate that social capital in societies tends to remain at a state of equilibrium, where a 

certain level of trust and cooperation is rational, be it hi@ or low. This explains how the 

southem regions of Italy have been caught in an equilibrium of low sociai capital for over 

a rniliennium, while the North continues to prosper economicaily and socidy. ExpIaining 

"why" necessitates histoncal analysis to tuid the turning points where specific events 

transpired, sending a specific region on a given path which would not necessarily 

determine, but profoundly shape proceeding events. It is through this lense of 'path 

dependence" that social context and history shape the present stock of social capital. 

However, Putnam does not espouse a pessimistic outlook for regions of depressed social 

capital stock. Admitting that it is d i .cul t  to create sociai capital where very Little exists, 



he is nonetheless aware that social reforms can remit in the teachg of civic skilis in a 

population: "... changing fornial institutions can change political practice." And aIthough 

it may take t h e  and effort, Putnam ulthately maintains that building social capital is "the 

key to making democracy worVR 

2. COUNTERPOINT 

The critiques of Putnam2s work are as nurnerous as they are varied. However, as 

will be demonstrated, they can be placed in one of two broad categories both relating to 

context. Critics tend to converge around this point arguing that to properly understand 

social capital's role in democratic interactions, one must speci@ the context in which it is 

used. They are speaking of structural context, whether economic, political or cultural. 

Conversely, others point to the intemal context of social capital, namely the need to 

properly understand the structure of associations that generate and deploy social capital in 

civil society. These themes will be addressed in tum. 

Furthemore, as 1 hope to demonstrate, both camps offering critiques in order to 

improve social capital's analytical powers, in different ways, converge on the importance 

of an issue that Putnam only briefly addresses, that of tolerance. This is a key point 

because although tolerance may not be as important an issue in Itaiian or Amencan 

studies, as we have seen, its importance is magnified when we study social capital in 

Canada. To reinforce this point, James Coleman and rational choice theory, the source of 

Putnam's social capital theory, wifi be examined to explain why the issue of tolerance rnay 

52 Putnam, op- cit., (1993), pp. 177-185, quotcd on pp, 184, 185- 
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have been minimized for Putnani, 

a. Extemal contest 

Andrew GreeIey is criticai of Putnarn's work because he claims that Putnam 

distorts social capital as an analytical, theoretical tool. The primary rnisuse according to 

Greeley, is in Putnam's interpretatioq where social capital is taken to have a positive 

reIation wïth democracy. Greeley makes it very clear that, in its original conception, 

James Coleman intended social capital to be an aspect of social srnichire that would 

facilitate action. Whether or not the actors invoived have democratic aims is never 

predetermined and is a rnatter of context. Social capital could be marshailed for 

undemocratic, as well as democratic ends; its relation to democracy is best understood as 

one of ambi~alence.~ Bruce Arnold and Fiona Kay, for example, have shown how 

lawyers employed by big firms rich in social capital tend to use the resource to escape 

prosecution for professional misconduct, whereas lawyers in smalIer tkms tend to be 

brought to disciplinary court more often with a much higher rate of conviction." Though 

Putnam acknowledges this in his book with examples of the Roman Catholic Church and 

the mafia, his article does in fact neglect the negative possibilities of social capital's 

relation to democracy. 

Keith Whittington echoes this point, arguing that the relationship between social 

Andrew Greeley, "Coleman Revisited: Reiïgious Structures as a Source of Social Capital" in American 
Behavioral Scientist, 40(5), MarcNApnl, 1997, pp, 587-594, 

54 Bruce L- Arnold and Fiona M- Kay, "Social Capital, Violations of Trust and the Vulnerabüity of 
Isolates: The Social Organization of Law Pracîice and Professionai Self-Regdation", in International 
Journal of the Sociolo~rv of Law, vo1.23, 1995, pp. 321-346, 



capital and democracy is not nearly as clear or as positive as Putnarn makes it out to be. 

To understand what role social capital plays in society, one must carefuly examine 

institutions nich as the state. For in respondùig to demands ofdifferent groups in shaping 

public definitions of the greater good, Ïn fostering noms of community and trust and 

providing and presening charnels through which c o d i a s  can be resolved democraticaliy, 

the state plays an integral role in shaping the democratic culture of a given community- '' 
Social capital cannot be analysed without considering the speczc socio-economic 

and institutional context in which it arises; the location, the actors involved and the world 

views which help shape it. Coleman wrote that social capital is not completely fungble; 

being a part of social structure, rather than possessed by individuals, it is extremely 

dependent on context. As such, any attempt to account for the amount of social capital in 

a society or community is inherently flawed. Analysis of social capital must take into 

consideration the fact that access to it is not equal for everyone. Variables such as race, 

class, gender, geography and education, for example will greatly affect one's access to 

certain forms of social capital. This being said, it necessarily follows that not ail forms of 

social capital are of equal worth. The variables mentioned above would greatly infiuence 

how trust, for example, is worth more in some sectors than in others. It must be added 

that Putnam's use of variables k e  generalized trust, are often examined in ways that Lift 

them out of their socio-economic context. For instance, trust in itselfcannot be said to 

have any sort of innate and constant relation with democracy In examining this variable, 

55 Keith E. Whinington, "Revïsiting Tocquedie's Amensa: Society, Politics, and Asaciation in îhe 
Nineteenth Century" in American BehaMoral Scientist, 42(1), September, 1998, pp.21-32. 



it must be asked who trusts and who is trusted and under what circumstances trust holds? 

Putnam also romanticizes both the role that associations play in democracy and 

democracy itself. He ofien leaves out the fundamental nature of democracy and 

exchanges within it: they very often conflictual and adversariai. Putnam, however, often 

paints a picture of democracy that harkens to some brands ofconservative political 

philosophy of the 1950's. The author's assumption that trust in govenunent officiais and 

institutions is a sign of a healthy democracy pointedly precludes the possibility that the 

distrust oc and challenge to government authority may be an integral part of the 

democratic process, rather than a hindrance or  threat to it? Sociai capital is not a 

theoretical approach used to transcend politics and the confiict inherent therein. Rather, 

social capital may enliven and exacerbate conflict in poiitics, and as a tool, it ailows social 

theorists ways of penetrating at the heart of the democratic process, where conflict 

inheres. '13 As we s h d  see, its role regarding democracy, whether positive or negative, is 

ever shifting, and must be understood context-specifically. 

In fairness to Putnam, it must be noted that he acknowledges this in his book. His 

s6 Bab Edwards and Michael W. Foley, "Civil Society and SOCI*~~ Capital Beyond Putnarn", in Amerîcan 
Behavioral Scientist, 42(1), 1998, September, pp. 128-132. The authors also discuss social capital and its 
context specific qualities- See Bob Edwards and Michael W, Foley, "Social Capitai and the Politicai 
Economy of Our Discontent" in h r i c a n  Behavioral Scientist, 40(5), MarcWApd, 1997, pp.669-673. 

" Edwards and Foley, "Beyond Tocquede: Civil Society and Social Capitai in Comparative 
Perspective", in American Behavioral Scientist, 42(1), 1998, September, pp, 13-14, See a h ,  Michael W- 
Foley and Bob Edwards, "'Edïtors' Introduction: Escape h m  Politics? Sociai Theory and the Social 
Capital Debate" in American Behaviorai Scientist, 40(5), MarcWApril, 1997, pp350-561- 

" Richard L. Wood, "Social Capitai and Pditicai Cuiturr: God meets Politics in the Xnner City" in 
American Behavioral Scientist, 40(5), March/Apd, 1997, p. 602- 



discussion on tolerance makes it clear that interactions within the fhmework of 

democracy are very often conflictual. Indeed, conflict is the very reason why tolerance is 

so vital to a welf fiuictioning democracy. However, the same cannot be said of 730wling 

Aione", his study of the U.S. which is quite dwoid of references to either conflict or 

to Ierance- 

The importance of considering the context within which social capital works has 

not been lost on other writers. It is necessary to consider, for example, the cumulative 

effects of economic restructuring on the production and maintenance of social capital. 

Noting that Arnencan networks of civic engagement in the £kst half of this century were 

dependent on local elites, Charles Heying illustrates how corporate delocalization through 

mergers and deregulation uprooted eiites fiom many of their municipalities where they 

were heavily involved. At the local level, in smaller municipalities, the effects are that 

resident elites are often transient and unable to set roots in their new cornmunities. This 

civic withdrawal on the part ofelite community leadership, says Heying, "...will have 

cascading consequences on the philanthropie sector of the community, and these effects 

combined with increasing mobiiity and anxiousness in the workfîorce, could reach quite 

deep into the community and its ability to sustain a dynamic associational Life."5g As 

Heying adrnits, Putnam did address the possibly nefanous effects that such changes have 

on social capital, though dismissing such causal factors too quicldy, assigning blame to the 

s9 Charles K Heyuig, "Civic Elites and Corporate Delocalization: An Altemative Exphnation for 
Declining Civic Engagement", in Amencan Behavioral Scientist, 40(S), MarcWApril 1997, pp.666-667. 



Along these lines, it codd be said that Putnam overstates the importance of chic 

community and trust relative to govemment efficacy and economic prosperity. In doing 

so, he negiects the possibiiity that for cooperation (ieading to economic prosperity) to 

occur, tmst is not needed at alI. Rather, institutional structures that make cooperation a 

rational choice are important. Actors do not necessdy need to trust one another to 

cooperate. They do, however, need proper incentives to do so. Trust may develop fi-om 

such interaction, but more as an epiphenomenon: tmst would be the result ofcooperation, 

rather than the cause of it. 6L 

Analysis of social capital must account for the social, cultural and structural 

context in which it is found. As an aspect of social structure, social capital is not 

completely fûngible and consequently, its relation to democracy can change in accordance 

with its politico-institutionai milieu. The disparate interests of actors and groups could 

drive a dividing wedge between associations and individuais without legitïmate political 

institutions to provide a common ground and channels for effective debate and 

deliberation. Without such institutions, civic activity can quickly deteriorate into 

fiagmentary and divisive associationism, which is a sign of democracy's aihg health, not 

its prosperity." 

61 Lane Kenworthy, "Civic Engagement, Social Capital, and Economic Cooperation" in Amencan 
Behavioral Scientist, 40(5), MarcWApd, 1997, pp, 645456. 

" Sheri Berman, "Civil Society and Politicai Innitutionaiization~" in Amencan Behavioral Scientist, 
40(5), Marc WApril, 1997, pp. 562-574, Similarly, Now land-Foreman illustrates how govemment 
restnicturing initiatives guide. by neo-hirai fke market ideologies can result in disastrous 



Again, making the point that social capital must be understood in speci6c context, 

Richard L. Wood argues that we must consider the "political culture" that structures 

socio-econornic relations. To do this Wood descriies culture as having two faces. The 

£kst face of culture addresses the "interpersonal ties and networks in which people are 

embedded". The second face of political culture 

--siraws attention to the symbolic, hguistic, and interpretive elements through 
which people make sense of poiitics. Tbat is, in addition to interpersonal ties and 
theu characteristics (networks, trust, reciprocky - the nist tàce), we must pay 
attention to how shared cuiturai eIements (symbols, meanings assumptions - the 
second face) help enable or constrain people's efforts to engage together in social 
action? 

We can see, therefore, how the second face of culture is vital to understandhg civil 

society and how social capital may not aiways W y  capture this aspect of reality. Wood's 

remarks, as we shaii see, are crucial for understanding the relationship between political 

mobilization, religion and civil society. 

In taking stock of the above comments £iom various authors, the common thread 

uniting their perspectives is that in examinhg social capital, one must specifjr the 

economic, institutional and cultural context in which it is located. Social capital does not 

have an inherently positive relationship with democracy and civil society. Rather, the 

context in which it lies determines whether democracy and social capital relate to one 

another in a positive or negative manner. Spec-g this context brhgs one closer to 

fleshing out the complexities of this relation. 

consequences for capital in the form of voluntmy organizations. See Garth Nowland Foreman, 
"Purchase-of-SeMce Contracting, Volunîaxy Organizations, and C i d  Society: Dissecting the Goose 
That Lays the Golden Eggs?" in American Behaviorai Scientist, 42(1), September, 1998, pp-108-123. 



b. Internai stmcture 

To further shed light on this matrix, 1 now turn to the internai context of 

associations which is necessary in order to fUy understand their relation to democracy 

and civil society. This section wiil examine critiques ofPutnamYs work in this vein. 

Putnam places much confidence in horizontaiiy stnictured associations and their 

ability to generate social capital. In cBowling Aloney' he examines both national 

organizations with dues paying members, as weii as tertiary sector nonprofit service 

agencies. Neither of these, he says can produce social capital because they are lacking in 

"social connectednessy', the face-to-face interaction needed to produce generalized trust, 

for example. With regards to members of the fkst type of group, he writes "Their ties, in 

short, are to common symbols, comrnon leaders, and perhaps common ideals, but not to 

one a n ~ t h e r . " ~ ~  

Putnarn's dismissal may be prernature. In restricting social capital's conditions of 

production to face-to-face interactions, Putnam is Iuniting his analysis to older, more 

traditional fonns of association. Since the 1960ts, national Social Movement 

Organhations (SMOs), as Debra Miakoff cals them, have grown exponentiaiiy, 

signi@ing a change in how people-build and maintain collective identities and how they 

structure coiiective action. Putnarn's work fails to account for this change. Minkoff 

convincingly illustrates four ways in which SMOs build social capital and for this reason 

should be included in its analysis. First she explains that, despite behg national structures, 

SMOs produce social capital because they di, at some point, operate at the grassroots 

Robert htnam, op.cit (1995), p 71. 



Ievel to realue any real change. SecondIy, SMOs can provide a platforni for the 

unification if diverse social groups, creating an institutional space for "sustained protest 

and organization building". Thirdly, MinkofS relying on a discursive mode1 of the public 

sphere that derives from Jiirgen Habermas' work, claims that SMOs provide a forum for 

the introduction of new discourses and the questionhg of old ones. As Nancy Fraser 

explains it, "'subalteni counterpublics' represent 'paralle1 discursive arenas where 

members of subordinated social groups hvent and ci rdate  counter discourses to 

forrnulate oppositional interpretations of their identities, interest, needs. a m  65 

Fourthly, she critiques Putnam for l o o h g  solely at face-to-face interaction (thick 

i&astructures) as being able to produce a sense of integration for individuals. Thin 

intiastructures, (ipersonal or weak ties), still provide a basis for action by providiag 

individuals with "symbolic forms of affüiation ..." which iink isolated individuals into 

"symbolic communities7'." Seea in this light, SMOs and Transnational Social Movement 

Organizations (TSMOs) both provide means by which social capital may be both produced 

and ~ t i l i zed .~~ If these ties, generating weak trust, prove to be a dominant source 

integration, as suggested by Kenneth Newton, fading to account for them would seem to 

drastically iimit social capital theory in its capacity to understand civil society and 

65 See Nancy Fraxr, "Rcthinlang the Public Sphere: A Conhiauton to the Critique of Achmiïy existing 
Democracy." in C, Caihoun (Ed), 1 (thebridge: MIT Press, 1992), pp- 
109-142. Quoted by Debra C- Minkoff, cRod~cing Social Capital: Nationai Sociai Movements and Civil 
Society" in Amencan Behavioral Scientist, 40(5), MarchIApril, 1997, p. 6 15. 

67 Iackie Smith, "Global C i d  Society?: Transnational Social Movement Otganizatiom and Social 
Capital", in American Behavioral Scientist, 42(l), September, 1998, pp. 9 3  -107. 



democracy in modemity6' 

Putnam is somewhat inconsistent on this point. As discussed earlier in the chapter, 

he proposes that southem Itaiy, characterized by strong ties of thick trust (such as kinship) 

Ieading to a politics of patronage, was uncivic and undemocratic. He contrasts to this, the 

north, where weak ties lead to a more fervent associationai life because such ties foster 

generalized trust, a key to democratic participation. Yet, Putnam simultaneously holds 

that associations must be structured with "thick? rather than thin interaction- The latter of 

the two is not conducive to the production of social capital. An unresolved tension 

emerges at this point in Putnam's position, regarding these types of social interactions and 

their relation to democratic social action, 

Dietiind Stolie and Thomas Rochon d u d e  to this tension by highiightuig the 

importance of differentiating between private and public forms of social capital. Private 

and public social capital both possess the same characteristics such as generalized 

reciprocity and cooperation for collective action. However, in the former, these views 

remain contined within the parameters of group membership; it is exclusionary social 

capital. The latter form on the other hand generates qudities of trust and cooperation 

beyond the members of the immediate group, to society in general. Clearly, whether a 

group engenders one fom or another is an important quality to be studied. We must ask 

what forms of social capital associations produce, public or private? The purpose of the 

association, as weii as the degree of diversity of membership would heavily iduence its 

" Kenneth Newton, ''Social Capital and Democfacy", in American Behavioral Scientist, 42(1), 
September, 1998, pp.578-79, 



prociivities towards the creation of public social capital." 

For example, Mark Warren has studied organizations that mobilize in effort "to 

rebuild the democratic lXe of urban cornmunitie~'~ with the Industriai Areas Foundation 

(IAF) as bis base analysis. He h d s  that this partinilar association mobilues support 

though what it c d s  ccrelational organizing7'. Such forms of organizing do not develop 

around a single isnic, rzther, the are developed through deliberation with locals to 

ascertain what they feel are the pressing issues. Furthemore, by invithg experts in 

various fields to share their knowledge and by canvassing in diverse neighbourhoods, 

wMe also remairing non-partisan, the IAF can mobilize effective support and create real 

change in communities. Through relational organizing and by tapping the local 

congregations' established base of committed members, the IAF succeeds in uniting 

support from diverse backgrounds while fostering unity on a common &round. 'O This 

approach results in the production of public, as apposed to private social capital. 

According to this template for social action, the discursive and deliberative approach plays 

an important role in how democratic social action is understood and undertaken. 

Diversity is important in order to produce the best developed, moa representative 

viewpoint, but it aiso produces public social capital. Generdiy speaking, associations need 

diversity in order to have access to the broadest possible views and options, however, they 

clearly need a common ground on which members can corne together and mobilize as a 

69 Dietlind Stoiie and Thomas R Rochon, "Are AU AWre?: Member Divedty, 
Associational Type, and the Creation of Social Capital", in American Behavioral Scientist, 42(1), 
September, 1998, pp.4749. 

70 Mark R Warren, "Community Building and Political PoweT in American Behaviorai Scientist, 42(1), 
September, 1998, pp-78-92. 



collectivity. 

In addition to these qualities, James Wood and k n  Bloch, in their study of the 

United Methodist Generai Conference's debate on homosexuality, stress the need for 

procedure. They mite, "...some means are necessary to assure that these diverse 

participants engage one another in genuine dialogue rather than simply trying to bulldoze 

through their opposition- Such dialogue is more likely to occur when fhere is a set of 

legftirnate, order& procecfures governing the debute? While haWig a diversity of views 

on homosexuality at the conference, nom staunch conservatives to liberai, more accepting 

views, as well as a common ground, provided by a common retigious boiid, the authors 

dernonstrate that it was Iargely thanks to a procedure that assured the opportunity to air 

these views and plenty o f o p p o h t y  to appeal decisions that a tmly democratic exchange 

was able to transpire. As a result, the majority of the delegates at the conference felt that 

the decision making process was "fair and balan~ed".~ 

The above examination points to some generaikations in Putnarn's work. Ofken, 

he refers to aggregated numbers of associational membership in different types of 

organizations without examinhg the structural characteristics which would be inextricably 

linked to the type of social capital that is produced, whether private or public. Similarly, 

within his fhmework, he does not account for newer fonns of association that may not fdi 

into the face-to-face category, but which would nonetheless have clear productive 

" James R Wood and lon P. Bloch, T h e  Role of Chwch Assemblies in Building a Civil Society: The 
Case of the United Methodist General Conference's Debate on Homosedty" in Sociolo~v of Religion, 
56(2), 1995, p.123. 



capacity for social capital and a potentialiy positive effbct on democratic processes. 

Again, this can be attributed to the unresolved tension in Putnamas work reflected in his 

ambivalent view toward face-to-face interaction which he says is necessary in associations 

to produce generalized trust. However, as I have shown, in other areas, he writes of the 

destructive effects of such close and personai ties in associationai Me that Iead to a politics 

of exclusion and patronage. Other writers illustrate how larger groups can produce public 

forms of social capital by u n i ~ g  diverse individuals previously uncomected, giving them 

a shared set of syrnbols as weii as a comrnon ground for action. 

Both camps it seems are often pointhg to a common issue for which neither fblly 

accounts. That common element, it seems, is tolerance. Putnam wavers on face-to-face 

interaction and thick trust because he is caught between relations that produce tolerance 

versus those which do not; whether they are thick or thin, face-to-face or impersonal is not 

so centrai as whether or not they create tolerance of mering views. Similarly, by wrïting 

of the importance of a comrnon ground shared by opposing association, or members of 

one association, some academics are pointing to the undergirding eEects and importance 

of a shared common ground. A common ground pushes those with diEering points of 

view to acknowledge that an opposing perspective may offer something of value. In a 

word, both Putnam and some of his critics are taiking about tolerance. 

Producing social capital will not de facto affect contemporary democracy in a 

positive manner. However, if tolerance, or the presumption of worth, as an aspect of 

social capital is not încluded, then the chances for democratic exchanges are minimized. 

This point is especialiy relevant to understanding the relation between social capital, 



religion and democracy in a Canada. As mentioned in the previous chapter. in this 

national context, the role of tolerance assumes greater relevance than it might in other 

areas such as the US. There is ais0 the possibility that tolerance was Ieft out of Putnam's 

analysis for theoreticai reasons. To understand how tolerance and presumption or worth 

could have been at best muillnized in, and at worst Ieft out of Putnam's discussion, 1 now 

tum to the roots of social capital theory. 

c. Coleman and rational choice theory 

James Coleman's work is Robert Putnam' s primary source for social capital 

theory. The finai section of the chapter examines how certain assurnptions of Coleman's 

rational choice approach preclude the conceptuaiization of democracy in a discursive 

manner, consequently limiting the inclusion of tolerance in social capital theory. This is 

the reason why, despite efforts to do so, Putnam is unable to M y  account for it in his 

work. Furthemore, this foundation for his work is also the source of Putnam's own 

inconsistency regarding the structure of groups as reviewed earlier in the chapter. 

Coleman originaily conceived of social capital to counter what he sees as the two 

myths of social action. The first he c&s the c~sociologicaI" perspective in which socialized 

actors' actions are governed by noms, d e s  and obligations. In a word, he is criticizing 

the over-socialized concept of action that denies actor agency. The second myth of social 

action, he contends, originates from the economist's or rational choice perspective, where 

actors arrive independently at goals through seifinterested maximization of urility as the 

principal criteria of assessment. Coleman, while keeping the rationaiiy acting individual, 



wishes to moderate the excesses of earlier forms of rationai choice theory by placing these 

actions within a specinc sociai conte-. Social capital is the context in question which, 

while being an aspect of social structure, facilitates action for (individual or corporate) 

actors within social structure. Like other forms of capital, that ofthe sociai varïety is aiso 

productive, facilitahg actions that without it, would not be possible. Coleman clearly 

States the important fact of social capital's ambivalence: as a resource it can be marshaiied 

for positive as weff as negative social ends." For an example appropriate to a discussion 

on democracy, one could note that the Heli's Angels motorcycle gang, though having 

extremely high amounts of sociai capital at its disposal may not necessariiy contribute to 

the Canadian democratic process. 

Social Capital can assume several forms, says Coleman. For exarnple, information 

networks that help individuals gain access to knowledge while expending littie energy are 

an important form of capital. Authonty relations are also social structures that rnay 

facilitate social action. Similarly, social organizations created for specific ends, may not 

only realize the ends for which they were created, but may also be mobilized as a resource 

for the attainment of ends previously unexpected. Noms and sanctions are also a part of 

social structure facilitating the attainment ofgoais. For example, noms of dmiism 

encourage individuals to forego theû own interests for the sake of those of the greater 

good. Again, carefùl to remind readers of the ambivalent nature of social capital, Coleman 

wams that aspects of social structure, iike noms, can just as easily reduce innovativeness, 

" James Coleman, "Social Capital in the Cnation of Human Capital" in Amerïcan J o d  of Socioloa 
94 (supplement), 1988, pp. S95-S98- 



preventing actions that could benefit the greater good." 

Coleman also discusses the importance of obligations and expectations as a fonn 

of social capital. Obligations are essentiaüy '%redit slips" owed to a person by another, to 

be repaid - at least, such are the expectations - as favours. Though it may seem irrational 

for actors to place themselves in a situation where they owe someone else, rational actors 

can wiilingly engage in the ccpurposive creation of obligation" much for the same reasons 

banks lend money: for profit. Carrying the analogy m e r ,  Coleman explains that 

individuals do favours for others when the cost to them(selves) is relatively Iow, whiie the 

need for the recipient is hi@. In tum, the former will ask for repayment (in the fonn of a 

favour) fiom the latter, when hidher need is hi&. He explains; %us, creating obligations 

by doing favors can constitute a lcind of insurance policy for whîch the premiums are paid 

in inexpensive currency and the benefit arrives as valuable currency. There may easily be a 

positive expected profit."" 

The above characterizes what for Coleman is the social fabnc created by rationally 

acting social agents - a society where individuals are linked instrumentally, as sources of 

(social) capital used to make a profit. For my purposes, however, the importance in this 

Iine of reasoning Lies in it consequences for democracy. To fiirther probe this avenue 1 

now tum to some of Coleman's ideas on collective decision making. 

Coleman broaches this topic in an effort to address the time honoured issue 

74 James Colemaq Foundations of Social Theorv, (Cambridge, Harvard University Press: 1990), pp. 3 10- 
313. 

7s Coleman, op-ch., (1990). p.3 10. 



discussed earlier; how individuals corne to collective agreements. That is, how is it that 

members of society do not destroy one another in a war of all against aii. Sociologists in 

general, claims Coleman, are forever unable to answer this question because they fail to 

problematize the emergence of noms by basing theu work, tiom the start, on homo 

socioIogi~s, the socialized individual. Coleman addresses this issue, he claims, by making 

"an opposite error, but one which may prove more nuitful." That is, he develops his 

theory of collective action with "the image of man as whoiiy fkee: unsocialized, entirely 

selfinterested, not constrained by noms of a system but only calculating to M e r  his 

own self i~terest."~~ 

Coleman later explained that he builds his theory from the ground-up, taking as his 

starting point "that persons act purposively toward a goal, with the goal (and thus the 

actions) shaped by values or preferences." However, noting that the term purposive action 

is too vague, he refines it with the notion of rationality taken fkom economics and 

explains: "this conception is based on the notion of dEerent actions (or, in some cases, 

dserent goods) having a particular utility for the actor and is accompanied by a p ~ c i p l e  

of action which c m  be expressed by saying that the actor chooses the action which will 

Coleman defends this approach in two ways. First, he explains that to base a 

theory of social change otherwise - on broad structural forces, for example - strips 

James Coleman, "Coiiective Decïsions" in Individual intentions and Collective Action: Selected 
Essavs, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Ptess: 1986), pp, 16-17, 

" Coleman, op-cit, (1990), p. 14. 



individual actors of agency. Such a theory is, ultimately, paradoxical because its very 

conception (which illustrates agency) goes against its own founding premise. Secondly, 

Coleman explains that purposive action acts as the basis ofmany theories in discipiines 

such as economics, philosophy, ethics and political philosophy, perspectives nom which 

the social sciences rnay b e n e f i ~ ~ ~  

The second tier of his theory interprets action orientation as that which marcimizes 

utility. Coleman explains that such an approach yields greater predictive power because, 

when coupled with the idea of purposive action, it adds greater specificity to it (purposive 

action) by maitimizuig its value, and "since utilities are not fiee to change arbitrarily or 

capriciously, ... the p ~ c i p l e  thus lends greater predictive power to those theories in which 

it plays a part."" 

Using the maxunization of utility approach also b ~ g s  greater simplification, says 

Coleman. In his three part theory (three levels of macro-micro, individual action and 

micro-macro), maxirnization of utility simplifies the individual action level, afforciing 

greater theoretical complexity in the other components. 

But how can collective decisions made by actors in the social system be theorized 

with the rational individual actor as the basis for theory? The first postulate of a social 

system is that actions by actor A must have consequences for actor B- Otherwise, there 

can be no system; individuais would simply be acting independently of one another. 

Furthemore, given this interconnectedness, it is in the interest of each actor to have some 



influence on the other's action, ensuring that its effects are predictable, or at least "not 

whoIly harmfbl." The first and second elements of the social system are the actors and 

their actions respectively, which lead to the third element of the system: power. Power 

simply means that each actor has a given amount of influence over the action with a 

certain degree of effect. The utility of an act is the effect that it has on the individual. 

Each action has different possible outcornes, each with different utilities for the actors 

involved. These Merences are caüed the interests of the actors. In a social system with 

many actors, interests and power relations, Coleman describes colieaive decision making 

in a manner now fgmiliar; "the central postdate about behavior is this: each actor wiii 

attempt to extend his power over those actions in which he has most interest. This is a 

very simple application ofthe econornist's postdate of maxïmization of utility?' From 

this point, collective decisions can be achieved through exchmges of power made w i t h  

social systems. As he explains, "so long as an actor can exchange power over actions 

which have Little or no effects on his interests, in r e m  for power over actions which 

interest him, this is the best means of gaining his interests."" From this point he deduces 

three conditions necessary for the realization of collective decisions. 

The first is that there must be more than one collective action which would allow 

for an exchange of power and therefore the aîtainment of a collective agreement. As an 

example ofthis condition not being met, Coleman offers the presence ofvoluntary 

associations and social movements in democracies. Being segmental, that is uniting 

Coleman, op. cit., (1986), p. 19. 

Ibid, p. 25. 



members around only a single interest, these types of interactions are not conducive to 

exchanges of power and therefore are prone to erupt into confiict. The second condition 

for collective decisions is that there cannot be one action which interests each actor more 

than a i l  other actions. Ifthis were the case theq no one involved would want to cary out 

an exchange of power, as the concentration of interests would preclude this. Lady, for 

collective decisions to take place, "the various interest [must] be distributed across 

persons in severai different ways. For ifthe distribution of interests on one issue is the 

same as that on aIi others, the various different in effect coiiapse into one." If the 

distribution of issues were to be almost equal between other interests, once again, no 

exchanges would be possible. a 

The social fabric described by Coleman is characterized by interactions which take 

place through exchanges of power, guided by the sole cnterion ofpurposive rationality. 

Nowhere, however does understanding as a key aspect of social interaction appear. In 

fact by positing purposive rationality and the maxhization utility as the bases of social 

interaction, Coleman and rationd choice theory in generai preclude the very possibiiity of 

understanding. Ultimately, within this paradigm, there is no room for a mode1 of 

democracy that is discursive and based on the presumption of worth. As I wiii show 

below, such a preclusion is problematic when we attempt to understand social capital 

theory and its relation to democracy- 



3. RELIGION AND PRESUMPTION OF WORTH 

In looking at social capital and hypothesizing its decline in the United States, 

Putnam has sparked an important debate, the hdamental axis ofwhich concems civil 

society and democracy. However, as indicated at the outset, the above critiques often 

seem to converge on one of two points. The first highlights the need to study social 

capital in a specific socio-cultural context. The second suggests that the "presumption of 

worth" is necessary if social capital is to capture the essence of democratic exchanges in 

Canada today. 

Putnam, in "Bowling Alone" especiaily, sometimes paiots with too broad a bmsh. 

This is problematic, for instance, in his cl& that religiousiy based associations have 

declined 15% in the past three decades or so. He notes that religious sentiment is 

becoming "less tied to institutions and more self-defïned." However he remains with 

traditional, institutionai means of assessing the apparent deche in church-related groups." 

As Wade Clark Roof shows, accounthg for the decke in religiously generated 

social capital in this way leaves out new forms of belonging and igncres profound 

differences in how reiigious beliefmanifests itselfsociologicaiiy now, as opposed to 30 or 

40 years ago. Roof explains how belief now is Iess tied to institutions and much more 

personalized, experiential, focusing on the body, the self, and feelings. Religion, he says, 

is in one ofits famiiiar historicd shifts from being based in reason to a more emotionally 

based form of beiief. Religion is pursued by more "protean selvesy7 in a consumer culture 

where "ever changing images replaces the coherent, orderly arrangements of ideas. 



Fluidity and instantaneity define not only what we know, but alter even our ways of 

knowing."" 

The process described by Roof has also been descnied as the ccderegulation of 

religion and belief" in @est)-modem times which clearly raises questions about the 

changing nature of how people beiieve and be10ng.'~ This being the case, using old 

categones to analyse religiously produced social capitai would presumably overlook a 

great many forms of  new, more fluid ways ofbelonghg that are nonetheless important to 

the social capitai- democracy question. 

This point was also made by Nancy Ammerman who in some ways agrees with 

Putnam's basic interpretation of the relation between social capitai, civil society and 

dernocracy. However, at more substantive levels, she is critical ofhitnam who, by 

concentrating on old forms of association implicitiy neglects the cycle of deaths and births 

in associations. Rather than a linear gain or deciine, she is carefùl to remind us to examine 

the fluidity and flux involved in fonns of cornmitment, types of organizations and their 

effects in ~ociety.'~ 

For these reasons, relations between associations, social capital and democracy 

must be contextualized. AU forms of social capitai are not equal across various socio- 

structural contexts. According to Ammerman, religious associations have a potential 

" Wade Clark Roof, ''Goci is in the Details: Refîections on Religion's Public Presence in the United 
States in the Mid-1990s" in Sociolom of Religion, 57(2), 1996, pp.149-162, quoted fiom p.154. 

85 David Lyon, lesus in Dimeviand, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000). 

86 Nancy T- Ammerman, "Organized Religion ia a Voluntaristic Society", in Sociologv of Relkion, 
58(3), 1997, pp.203-215. 



advantage over other organkatiod forms, and this is something worth e x p l o ~ g  in the 

Canadian context. Social capital may give voice to dissenthg views as we know, 

however, depending on the Iegïtimacy of the source of social capital, some voices would 

be louder than others. Looking at socio-economic status as a variable of building social 

capital Ammemian notes that traditionaily, the higher it was, the greater the opportunity 

there was for individuais to have access to social capital. Ammerman notes, however, that 

religiously generated social capitd, may have advantages over others fonns. As she 

explains: 'Because people o f d  economic and educational levels belong nearly equdy to 

congregations (whereas other voluntary organizations are disproportionately middle and 

upper class), congregations are the single most widespread and egalitarian providers of 

civic opportunity in the U.S."" Ifthis is the case, refigiously based forms of associational 

life are extremely important in generating social capital and a voice for groups of lower 

socio-economic status.'%uthermore, Ammerman adds that the cultural legitimacy that 

cornes with Christian ethos of helping heightens the value of religious social capital. The 

fact that congregations tend to have broad infrastnictures in place, and that they generate 

high levels of trust both give members of congregational groups an advantage over other 

forms of organizÏng. The work of the IAF examined above, serves as a prime example. 

" Nancy T. Ammerman, Bowling Toeether: Connregations and the American Civic Order, Seventeenth 
Annual University Lecture in Religion at Arizona State University, Febniary 26, 2996, p-7. 

The case has also ken made the reügious aBFiliation may be dateci with grtater rates of 
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Additionaliy, congregations are also founded on notions of communion with the 

Sacred which can also incite critique, resulting in change. Transcendence in this sense can 

spark a "coilective effervescence" to borrow tiom Durkheim, acting as a foundation for 

resistance. As Ammennan puts it, 

In congregations, cdective grïevances are voiced, solutions are envisioned, divine 
sanction soughî, material goods gathered, networks built, time and energy 
investeci- As an ongoing instÏtutiona1 presence in the conununity, they provide the 
stability within which culturai traditions are preserved and sometimes created 
anew, 89 

She makes a strong case supporthg the importance of the roles of religion in both 

understanding, and producing of social capital. However, since religion's relation to 

social capital and democracy is ambivalent, rather than inherently positive or negative, the 

context in which it takes place is necessary Zone is to understand this relation. It is in this 

sense that religious beiief and practice will serve as my answer to Putnam' s cntics, citing 

the importance of socio-culturai context to the study of social capital. 

There remains the matter of addressing the debate over the importance of 

horizontaüy structured associations. I have explained Putnam's inconsistency in this 

respect. Moreover, cntics of his views have aiso been shown to converge on the 

importance of the presurnption of worth as a form of social capital and as a necessary 

component of understanding democracy. 

Coleman's approach to democratic exchanges is re1ativeIy blind to the process of 

study and deliberations necessary in the encounter between mering world views. A 

willingness to study and dehierate about different positions necessarily entaiis what Taylor 



c a s  the presumption of worth in perspectives different than one's own This process 

leads to a broadening of one's standards of valuation, as weli as beyond the nanow 

standards of instrumental rationaiity- However, without the initial willingness to presume 

worth in other perspectives such exchanges are precluded. Similarly, when standards of 

valuation are restricted to one set of criteria, such as instrumental rationality, as 1 have 

shown Coleman's work to be, such limitations preclude the fusion of horizons, or the 

understanding of other perspectives. The consequences for an understanding of 

democracy are less than positive. 

Social capital theory carries a narrow interpretation of social action. It is for this 

reason that Putnam is unable to fUy account for the idea of tolerance emerging from the 

presumption ofworth in his own work. As we saw in chapter one, democratic exchanges 

are inextricably tied to dehierative exchanges based on the willingness to understand other 

perspectives, accepting that one's own may changes in the process. Limiting exchanges 

to the level of power and utility therefore, has clearly negative implications for 

understanding democracy. For this reason, adding the presumption of worth as an 

element of social capital addresses the above weakness, refïnhg its analpicai powers. As 

this thesis examines social capital and its role in contemporary Canadian democracy, this 

added refinement takes on a markedly pivotal role. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Robert Bellah describes a "cornmon Amencan culture" as utilitarian individualism, 

with roots in the religious view that the individual is sacred. His argument in this respect 



is very sunilar to that of Nathan Hatch's. However, he laments the possibility that this 

common culture, based on the dignity, respect and sacredness of individual conscience, is 

being eroded by ever growing economic individualism in the United States. The result is 

that the sense in individuals, of being part of a greater whole, is lost. BeUah explains that 

without a sense of group solidarity, the notion of the sacredness of the individual withers 

away. To counteract this, "second languages7', much Wce alternative world-views, which 

ailow individuals to momentarily step out of the boundaries of economic indMdualism, are 

needed because they c m  serve as a basis for critique. While most ofien second languages 

are contaminated by economic individualism, they never completeiy disappear. Bellah lias 

churches and synagogues as reminders of the communities fiom which we originate. 

Furthemore, voluntary organizations provide us with means to reinforce our sense of 

community and perhaps erect barriers to ever encroaching economic individualism. In 

combuiing both themes of civil society and religion, as we have been so doing, the author 

wrîtes that, despite its falling stock of social capital, the United States, is rather weU 

endowed. However, the tenuous existence of social capital is preserved "only when we, in 

our religious and civic groups work strenuously to conserve and increase it?' 

The relationship that religion has had with politics in the U S ,  as anywhere else, is 

always shifting and at times, Janus-faced. However, there is indication that former 

alliances and voting behaviours and religion may be shifkg yet again. Whereas, formerly, 

more conservative Protestants tended to vote Republican, the more liberal Protestants, 

Robert N. Beiiah, '7s Tbere a Common Amerhm Culture?" in Journal of the Amencan Academv of 
Reli~iorg 66(3), Fall, 1998, pp.613-625, quoted fiom p, 624. 



with Roman CathoIics somewhere in the rniddle, tended to vote for the Democrats, 

However, in the las  decade or so, R seems that US. politics may be played out in a "new 

key". Emerging trends point to a division of political views and behaviours dong the 

poles of reiigious, vernis secular. The detemiinuig factor is no longer to what 

denornination one adheres, but rather, how strongly one does, This intimates that 

American politics may corne to resemble their European counterparts, pitting the secular 

versus the re~igious.~' This change codd have very interesting consequences in how the 

equation of religion, social capital and democracy is viewed. 

Even ifBellah's point about the U S A  holds, could the same be said for Canada? 

The ultirnate aim here is to see ifand how Canadian society fits into the social capital 

matrix. As rnay be suspected, considering the historical and cultural dzerences between 

Canada and the United-States, results found through a specific research method in one 

country rnay not yield the sarne outcome when applied to the other nation. Are religion 

and politics in Canada being played out in a new key, as suggested? How do religious 

beliefs and participation influence individuals' participation in other aspects of civic Me? 

Are religious individuals more apt to display generalized trust? Would they have more or 

greater tendencies to tolerate dserent world-views? How would the answers to these 

questions dBer with respect to more consenrative as opposed to more liberal forms of 

belief and belonging? In short, what does analysis with social capital reveal about 

91 Lyman A KelIstedt, John C. Greeq James L. Guth, Convin E. Smidt, ''Religious Voting Bloa in the 
1992 Election: The Year of the Evangelical?, in Sociolom of Reliejon, 55(3), 1994, pp.307-326. See also, 
James L. Guth, John C. Green, 'Tolitics in a New Key: Religiosity and Participation Among Political 
Activists" in The Western Political Ouarterlv, 43(1), March, 1990, pp.153-179. 



democracy in Canada when placed in the context ofreligious beliefand praaice? 

Hiaoricdy, religion has been an important producer social capital in Canada. 

However, this was at a difEerent stage of democratic development in this national context. 

In the second half of th& cenhiry, though largely still a Christian nation, Canada's rnosaic 

has become increasingly multi-faith and rndti-ethnic. In such a pluralized environment, 

cm religion stiU be the producer of social capital it once was? In contempocary Canada, 

where different world views coexist and aiso coIlide daily, how does religious belief relate 

to a democratic process which, more than ever, reguires tolerance and deliberation? 

These important questions are addressed in the next chapter. 



S p e c w g  the relation between belonging, religion and democracy in Canada is a 

multifaceted endeavour. This thesis approaches the issue with two chapters. In chapter 

three, some of Puaiam's fundamental assumptions as they apply to the Canadian context 

are tested. The second part of the analysis, found in chapter four, entails an elaboration on 

hitnam's work by including religious beliefs and practices as context for social capital 

The data employed is from the Angus Reid Group "CanadaNS Religion and 

Politics Survey" conducted in 1996 between September lgh and October 20% In the 

survey, six thousand and twenty three telephone in t e~ews  of adult men and women were 

conducted across Canada and the United States asking them questions on various topics 

such as politics, society, volunteering and religion. Due to the focus of this thesis, oniy 

Canadian respondents are included in the andysis (n = 3000). Pearson Chi square is used 

t O test the statistical significance of the various cross-tabulated relationship S. 

The thrust of Putnam's work is that various aspects of social structure, such as 

networks of generaiized trust and reciprocity, or access to Uifonnation, help maintain an 

active and vibrant democratic procw. Such noms and networks are complemented by 

other aspects of social structure, which Putnam identifies as volunteer orga-tions and 

clubs. Furthemore, he contends that religious afnliation has long been one of the most 

important sources of organizational belonging in the United States. Through these central 

themes, Putnam claims that religious affiliation, by promoting organizational belonging, 

would contribute to the health of the democratic process in the US. The prevbus chapter 



reviewed this argument. Many critiques of Putuam's work were also exarnined, perhaps 

the most important of which are the very low profile given to the concept of tolerance in 

hÏs theoretical orientation to democracy, and the need to understand social capital in a 

socio-cultural context- 

In this chapter, Putnam's fiamework is applied to Canadians. Associational 

membership is cross-tabulated with uidicators of social capital in order to determine 

whether the relations that Putnam found indicative of Italians and Amerkaus aiso hold for 

Canadians. Specifically, the relationship between associational membership and 

generalized trust, generalized reciprocity, and civic participation is tested. Noting the 

importance of tolerance to the Canadian setting, the relationship between associational 

membership and tolerance is also tested. Thus, the first section tests whether Putnam's 

claims about Italy in Makinn Democracy Work (1993), and the United States in "'Bowhg 

Aloney7 (1995) hold when applied to the Canadian context with additional tests for 

tolerance. 

1. PUTNAM'S WORK IN THE CANADIAN CONTEXT 

According to Putnam, voluntary associations are perhaps the most important social 

structures in the production and maintenance of foms of social capital. Putnam's thesis is 

that individuals belonging to voluntary civic associations have access to aspects of social 

capital, aliowïng them to participate more W y  in their region's democratic process, 

thereby e ~ c h i n g  its civic culture. The ARG survey asks individuals "Are you a member 

of any voluntary associations or associations such as school groups, church social groups, 



community centres, ethnic associations or social civic or fiatemai clubs?'To test 

Putnam's various assumptions in Canada, associational membership is cross tabulated with 

an indicator of generalized trust and an indicator of generalized reciprocity. Associational 

membership is dso cross tabulated with three indicators of civic participation: feeiings of 

aiienation fiom governent and politics, rates ofnewspaper readership and the number of 

charitable donations made by respondents. Finally, associational membership is cross 

tabulated with three indicators of tolerance: tolerance of homosexuality, racial tolerance, 

and religio us tol erance. 

a. Membersbip and generaiized trust 

Based on Putnarn's theory, and his findings in [taly and America, we wouid expect 

that Canadians who are members in associations wouid be more tmsting of others? 

Putnarn operationalized social trust with responses to the statement that "most people can 

be trusted." 93 For my anaiysis, tmst is operationalized with the question in the ARG 

survey asking respondents to agree or disagree, strongiy or moderately with the statement 

that "People can generally be trusted to do what is right." This variable is cross tabulated 

with the variable of belonging or not belonging to a voluntary association. The results 

indicate that in Canada, members are more likely than non-members to express generalized 

trust (x2 = 13.212, p = .004)(see Table 1). Thus, 67% of those who belong to 

associations either moderately or strongly agree that people c m  generally be trusted 

92 Ekmaxn, op. cit., (1993), pp- 89-90. 

93 Putnillll, op. cit., (1995), p.73. 



compared to 60% of non members. 

b. Membership and generaiized reciprocity 

Putnam afso proposed tbat generaiized reciprocity as a mode of interaction 

between individuals is what primariiy gives nse to social trust If associations generate 

social trust, we would also expect them to be related to generalized reciprocity. 

Consequently, we wodd expect generalized reciprocity to be higher in members than in 

non membersSg4 Generafized reciprocity is operationalïzed with the statement 'Tt is best 

not to get too involved in t a h g  care of other people's needs." IfPutnam7s findings hold 

for Canadians, members shouid be more likely to disagree with this statement than non- 

members. As show in Table 1, the relationship between associational membership and 

generalized reciprocity is statisticdy sipifkant (2 = 1 1.663, p = -009). It appears that in 

Canada, members are also more iikely to be more reciprocal than non-members. Thus, 

79.0% of respondents who are members disagree with the above statement, compared to 

76-2% of non-members. 

c. Membership and civic participation 

Mernbership's relation to democracy can be measured through individuals' views 

on their a b i w  to play a significant and effective role in their political environment, the 

degree to which they keep informed about it, and haiiy, through their rate of civic 

participation. To this end, the following relationships are tested: 1) associational 

94 mitnam, op. cit., (1993), pp. 172-3- . 
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membership with feelings of alienation fkom Canadian govermentai and political 

proceedings, 2) membership with newspaper readership rates and 3) the relationship 

between membership and charitable donations, (a proxy measure for civic involvement). 

Putnam h d s  that in the more civic areas, Italians are much less iikely to feel 

alienated from, and exploited by the political process than individuals in less civic areas. 

To test this relationship, Putnam uses an index of powerlessness with responses to four 

statements: 'Most people in positions of power try to exploit you"; "You feel lefi out of 

what is happening around you"; 'What you think doesn't count very much", and; "The 

people who run the country are not reaily concerned with what happens to yo~ ."~ '  In the 

Angus Reid Survey, such questions were not asked, but the concept of alienation or  

powerlessness can be approxirnated with responses to the statement ccSometimes, 

government and politics is too complex for me to understand what's going on". Someone 

replying in a positive manner to such a question could be said to have feelings of 

disaffection and alienation with regards to the political process in Canada- 

The results support Putnam's prediction of a relation between belonging and 

feelings of alienation fkom govemmental goings-on in Canada (2 = 47.104 p = -000) (see 

Table 1). Those not belonging to associations are more Wcely to agree with the statement 

about government and politics being "too complicated to understand" (65.3%) compared 

to those who are members (55.2%). 

Putnam also claims that there exists a relationship between cividdemocratic 

participation and being an uiformed participant. To test this assertion, he measures the 

95 Putnam, op. cit., (1993), p-110. 



extent to which individuals remain informed through various news media? The Angus 

Reid Poll has a similar question asking UidMduals how often they read a newspaper. 

Based on his findings we expect that those involved in voluntary organizations would 

display a greater tendency of reading the newspaper on a regular basis than non-members. 

As Table 1 indicates, Putnam's hypothesis holds for Canadians (2 = 5 1.833, p = 

-000). Almoa three quarters (74.3%) of those who are members of associations read a 

newspaper every day or several times a week, compared to 65.2% of non-members. 

Ako, according to Pumam, individuals involved in voluntary associations would 

exhibit higher levels of chic engagement than non mernbers. A positive response to the 

question "On this year' s tax r e m  will you make a claim for charitable donations which 

you made?" is used as a proxy mesure for civic engagement. Results indicate that this 

relation is statisticdy significant (2 = 132.606, p = -000). h o s t  three quarters (72.3%) 

of members af£irm that they will make such a claim in their taxes compared to 

approximately half (5 1 -6%) of non-members (see Table 1). 

Thus tu, we find that Putnam's hypothesis conceming membership and civic views 

and participation holds for Canadians. Members were found to be more iikely than non 

members to give charitable donations, and to stay infiormed via news media Furthemore, 

members were dso found to be less iikely than non-members to express feelings of 

political dienation. 

96 Putnam, op. Ut, (1993), p. 92. 
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d. Mem bers hip and tolerance 

As Putnam predicted, associational membership is related to higher rates of social 

capital in Canada. Does this imply then, that democracy benefits from such participation? 

Putnam would respond in the aflinnative. However the relationship between belonging 

and democracy needs to be further examined before such a claïm can be made. Political 

philosopher Charles Taylor discusses the importance of "presurned worth" in his article 

c'Muiticulturalism and the Politics of Recognition." This  concept can be described as 

tolerance, which is of tremendous importance to socio-politicai processes if they are to be 

democratic. This point takes on added salience for Canadians who traditiondy place 

more value on consensus than Amencans who tend to favour competitive individualism." 

The implication is this: individuals may participate in civil society, but without presumed 

97 Martin Lipset, op. cit., (1990), pp.57-73, 



worth in other views, their participation is more Wrely to result in attempts to enfiorce their 

views on others. Conversely, the presumption of worth entaiis a participants' wiilingness 

to understand someone else's viewpoint . Understanding in this sense is iaherentiy 
* 

predisposed to the possibility that aspects of one's position may undergo change in the 

process, what Taylor, using Gadamer's tenn, c d s  a 'YÙsion of  horizon^."^' 

It is on this point that aspects of Putnam's work are lacking when his Eamework is 

applied to Canada Although he does discuss the 'Wingness to compromise" and to 

tolerate different opinions in Making Democracv Work he does so only in so fàr as it 

applies to political leaders." Furthemore, in the final chapter of his book, ushg social 

capital theos. to theorize about democracy, the author does not address the importance of 

concepts such as "presumed worth" or tolerance as key aspects of social capital. As 

addressed in the previous chapter, Putnam seems to waver on his views regarding thick, 

close and personal relations, versus thin, difise and impersonal ones and their respective 

effects on civil society. Based on Taylor's work, and critiques of Putnam's, my contention 

is that the structure of a given relation, whether thick or thin, is not as important as 

whether or not it promotes tolerance. This is the important concept to which Putnam 

dudes, but never fùiiy develops because of the rational choice roots of social capital. 

This omission notwithstanding, 1 have shown that it may be one of the more important 

points in tems of understanding the reiationship between social capital and contemporary 

democracy in Canada. 

98 Charles Taylor, op. cit., (1992), pp.66-73. 

99 Putnatu, op. cit, (1993), pp. 88-89, 105. 
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Putnam shows that tolerance is an important aspect of social capital in ternis of its 

relation to democracy. However, based on his theory, we would expect thÏs relationship 

to hold in Canada not just for political leaders, but also for the general populace. We 

expect to find therefore, that members of associations exhibit greater levels oftolerance 

than non-members. The Angus Reid survey has three questions that serve as good 

indicators of the concept of tolerarice: tolerance of  other races, tolerance of 

homosexuality, and tolerance of Werent religious world views. 

The first question asks respondents to agree or disagree, either strongly or 

moderately with the statement that "If1 had my choice, 1 would rather have next door 

neighbours who are my own colouf'. The data reveal that in this case, belonging is 

related to racial tolerance CI?= 9.986, p = -019). For instance, of those who belong, only 

13 -2% agree with the above statement, compared to 15.1% of those who do not belong 

(see Table 2). 

The second question asks respondents if they agree with the €off owing statement: 

ccHomosexuals should have the sarne rights as other Canadians". Since we have ar$ued 

that members of voluntary associations are more tolerant, we should fhd that members are 

more likely to agree that gays and lesbians should have the same rights as other Canadians, 

compared to non-members. However, resuits fiom this analysis do not support this 

hypothesis (2 = 4.726, p = -193). 



Gays and lesbiaas should Et hi my choice. I 
have the same rights as w d d  @êr a neighbour 
other -ans- of my own colour, 

% S agree % agree 

Al1 the great religiorts of the 
worId are good and me, II 

The third question pertains to tolerance of other religious world views. 

Respondents are asked to agree or disagree with the foliowing statement: "AU the great 

religions of the world are equdy good and tnie." Again, this relationship is not 

statisticaliy significant (&- 2.383, p= -497). 

Thus far, the application of Putnam's fiamework to Canadians has held, as 

predicted. Members of associations are more Wrely to express generalized tma and 

reciprocity. They are also more likely to have higher levels of civic participation, and to 

keep abreast of curent events. Similarly, memben are less Iikely to express feelings of 

dienation from Canadian politics and govemment. However, in one important area, 

Putnarn's thesis does not hold in Canada. The relationship between tolerance and 

membership is inconclusive since only one of the three hypotheses is supported. This 

ambiguity reinforces the critiques of the previous chapter; that context is necessary withui 

which to study social capital and its relationship to contemporary Canadian democracy- 

As stated at the outset, the socio-cultural context of religious belief and practice is the 



focus of analysis in the following chapter. 



Putnam introduces the reader to the importance of religion as a contextual variable 

for social capital in Makinn Democracv Work. H e  turns to the Roman Catholic Church, 

which he fhds to have a negative relation to democratic participation in Italy. On the 

other hand, in '730wling Aione", he Uiforms the reader that religion in Arnenca, which is 

predomuiaotly Protestant, has dways been a key source of associational life and therefore 

positively related to both social capital and democracy Thus, helphg maintain civil 

society in the United States, Putnam larnents the decline of religious afnliation. 

Unfortunately, his discussion of religion and social capital is restricted to these scant, yet 

general comrnents. Nancy Ammerman on the other hand makes the counterpoint that 

congregations in the U S  continue to be an important source of civic participation for 

many Americans and therefore, still an important producer of social capital? 

There is disagreement on the role that religious aailiation has in building and 

maintaining the stock of American social capital. This contradiction can therefore push 

the analysis in a specinc direction, asking, 'despite Arnerican arnbiguities, what role does 

religious beliefand practice play in generating social capital in Canada?' In this sense, we 

seek to go beyond the basic claims made by Putnam about religion, social capital and 

democracy . 

In this chapter, indicators of associational membership and social capital are cross 

100 Nancy T. Ammennan, 'Bowiing Together: Congregations and the American Civic Ordei', paper 
given as the Seventeenth Annual University Lecture in Religion at Arizona State University, Febniaty 
26h, 1996, See also Corwin Smidt et- al, (1998) who make a simiiar argument. 



tabulated with indicators of religious orientation and religiosity. Religious orientation is 

comprised of four measures. The first, afnliation, asks respondents "Do you ever think of 

yourseifas part of a religîous tradition? For example, do you think of younelfas 

Christian, Jewish, Muslim, other non-Christian, agnostic or atheist, nothing in particular or 

something else?" The second, measuring belief in God asks respondents to agree or 

disagree, strongly or moderately with the statement, "The concept of God is an old 

superstition that is no longer needed to explain things in these modem thes." Non-belief 

and belief are operationalized with responses of strong agreement and strong 

disagreement, respectively, with this statement. The third element asks respondents to 

agree or disagree, strongiy or moderateiy with the statement "1 don't Uunk you need to go 

to church in order to be a good Christian." Liberal Christian believers are those who 

strongly agree with this statement. The final indicator ofreligious orientation measures 

conservatism in Christian belief by asking respondents to agree or disagree with the 

statement that "1 feel the Bible is God's word, and is to be taken literally, word for word." 

Conservative Christians are operationalized as those expressing strong agreement with this 

statement. 

The second category, religiosity, refers to the intensity of one's religious belief 

The first Wcator measures rates of readership of religious materiais arnong respondents 

by asking them "How often do you read the Bible or other religious materid?' The 

second indicator measures rates of church attendance, asking respondents "Other than on 

special occasionsy such as weddings, funerals or baptisms, how often did you attend 

religious services or meetings in the last 12 months?" 



According to Putnam, religious belief and practlce have a positive infiuence on 

associational membership in the United f ta tes?" Therefore, we expect that those having 

a specifx religious afnliation will have stronger relations to indicators of social capital than 

non-believers. Ifbelief is an important source of associational membership, then perhaps it 

also is related to the production of other aspects of social capital. Furthemore, we might 

expect to h d  that dif£èrent reiigious traditions are associated with greater levels of social 

capital production than o the r~ . '~~  These indicators of religious beliefand practice wili be 

cross tabulated with the previously mentioned indicators of social capital and associational 

membership to fÏnd ifthe above hoids for Canadians. 

a. Religion and associational mem bers hip 

Putnam ciaims that in the US., "religious affiliation is by far the most common 

associational membership arnong Americans" and consequently, an important producer of 

social capital.'" Of interest here is whether or not dif5erent types of belief have an effect 

on peoples' propensity to be members of non-religious associations or groups. Based on 

what Putnam writes, we expect that beiievers would have greater rates of belonging than 

non-believers. Furthemore, we might expect to find various degrees of belonging arnong 

diEerent religious traditions. To find out if individuah belong to any type of associations, 

'OL Putnam. op. cit, (1995), p. 69. 

'O2 For instance, in Making Demomcv Work (1993). pp. 107-109, Putnam reports that Roman 
Catholicism was found to have a negative relation to civic participation. However, in the United States 
which is rnainly Protestant, Putnam claims that religious traditions are an important source of social 
capital, see Putnam, op. cit, (1995), p. 69, 



the ARG survey asks "Are you a member of any voluntary organizations or associations 

such as school groups church social groups, cornmunity centres, ethnic associations, or 

social civic or fiatemal clubs?" 

i. religious orientation and membership 

As indicated in Table 3, the relation between religious affiliation and associationai 

membership is statisticaüy signiscant (Y? = 69-55 1, p = -000). For example, Jews are more 

than three tïme as IikeLy to be members than non-members (almost 75% of them surveyed 

responded that they do belong to a group or association). Approxïmately 50% of 

Christians and Mushs  report that they are members, and only 3 5.1 % of those saying 

their a£Eliation is "nothin9/something elsdagnostic/atheist" report being a member of a 

group or an association. Thus, the resuits indicate that religious affiliation tends to be 

related to associational belonging and that believers, as opposed to non believers are more 

likely to belong to associations in Canada. 

Another way of testing this relationship is with the variable of beliefin God, 

measured with responses to the foilowing question: "The concept of God is an old 

superstition that is no longer needed to explain things in these modem times." Non- 

believers are those that strongly agree with the above statement, while believers are those 

strongly disagreeing with it. In accordance with Putnam, the relation between these two 

indicators is statisticdy significant ($ = 65.634, p = -000). As indicated in Table 3, those 

strongly agreeing with the statement display relatively low rates of belonging oust under 

one third of them (32.5%) report associational membership). This figure contrasts starkly 



with those who strongly disagree with the above statement, of whom, more than half 

(53 -2%) belong to a voluntary organization. 

% Yes N Total 

Reiigious AfiIliPtion (+ 69-551. p = -000) 

Christian 

SirongIy agree that concept of God is old superstition (non- 
belief) 

Strongiy agree that you don't need to go to church to bc a good 
Christian (liberal) 

Strongiy dWgree that you don't need to go to church to be a 
good Christian 

Coasenative Christian (d= 7.741. p = -052) 
- - - 

Strongiy agree that the Bible is God's Iiteral word 
( c o d v e )  

Strongiy disagree that the BibIe K Goci's titeral word 

If non-belief is related to low associational membership, how would various forms 

of beiief be related? We can further discern how Christianïty, in its various shades of 

liberalism and consewatism, may influence an individuai's propensity to belong. To this 

end, an indicator for both iiberal and conservative Christian belief is examined. LiberaI 





membership. Here we are asking, "does the degree to which people practice their 

religious beliefs through reading relipjous materid and church attendance influence the 

degree to which they beiong to associations? Based on Putnam's work in the US., we 

would expect that those who read reiigious materiais and attend religious services 

regularly would be more likely to have higher rates of associational membership. 

Table 4 indicates that there is a aatistïcaiïy sipnincant association between 

reiigious readership and associationai membership (x" 153 -607, p=.000). The main 

difference is between those reading once a month or more, once a week or more and once 

a day or more. Over 60% of these individuais reported associationai membership. On the 

other, only45.5% of those reporting occasionai reading and 34.8% of those reporting no 

reading have membership. 

- 

1) Once pcr week or more 

II Attend Religïous Service .. 
(+224,725, p = -000) 

Once per momh 



Church attendance also bas a statisticaiiy signincant relation to associationai 

belonging (& 224.725, p= -000). Those who attend more than once a week are about 

ovice as lkely to belong to a voluntary group (72.4%) than those who rarelyhever attend 

(34.8%). The important distinction appears to fdl between attendance of any kind versus 

those who "rarely or never" attend. Within the former category, membership rates range 

between 56.4% and 72.4%, while for those rarelyhever attending, this number decreases 

to 36.6% (see Table 4). 

OveralI, the renilts presented here indicate that in Canada, religious belief is 

conducive to associational belonging w hen compared with non-be iief, especidy for those 

of the Jewish faith. The exception is liberai Christian belief which appears to decrease the 

likelihood of associational mernbership. However, regarding Conservative Christian 

belief, the same cannot be said as the relationship is not statistically significant. 

Furthemore, the above results also indicate that individuals measuring highly in religiosity 

- religious readership and church attendance - are associated with higher membership 

rates than those with low religiosity. 

b. Religion and generalized trust 

We next examine the eEects of religion on an individual's propensity for 

generalized trust. If religion plays an important role in the production and maintenance of 

social capital, we would expect the indicators of religious orientation and religiosity to be 

related to generalized trust, an important variable in the production and maintenance of 

social capital. 



i- religious orientation and generaiked trust 

In order to assess generalized tnrst, respondents are asked to agree or disagree, 

strongly or rnoderately with the statement that "People can generdIy be  trusted to do what 

is right." Their responses are cross tabulated with responses to the statement "Do you 

ever think of yourself as part of a religious tradition? ..." However, contrary to 

expectation, the results indicate that there is not a statistically significant relationship 

between these variables (5 = 1 1.6 17, p = -477) (see Table 5). 

The second hypothesis to be tested here is whether there is a relationship betweert 

belief in God and generaiized trust The results indicate that non-beliefis associated with 

Lower levels of generalized trust. This finding is consistent with Putnani's observations in 

the United States. Belief in God in Canada has a statistically significant relation with 

individuals Likeiihood of trusting othen (2 = 67.450, p = .000). For instance, Table 5 

indicates that of those who strongly agree that the concept of God is an old superstition 

(non-believers), 59.1% agree that people can generdiy be trusted. Meanwhile, of those 

who strongly disagree with this statement (believers), 64.1 agree that people can generally 

be trusted. 

The third measure of religious orientation, Liberai Christian beliet is also found to 

be  statistically related with generalized trust (9 = 50.889, p = .000)(see Table 5). For 

example, of those strongly agreeing that one need not go to church to be a good Christian, 

64% agree that most people can be trusted. However, of those strongly disagreeing with 

the statement (non believen), 55.7% agree that people can generally be trusted. 



%SDk %Dis- 
a m =  

Reiigious ARilfntfon (x" 1 1.6 17, p = -477) 

Christian 13-7 220 45.6 18.6 2028 

Jewish 11.4 22 9 37, L 28.6 35 

Muslim 11-1 389 22-2 27.8 18 

0th- Non-Christian 16-7 25.0 333 25.0 24 

Xothhg/Oih~/A!heisr/Agn~c 143 24- 1 44.7 169 826 

w 

Belief in Cod (>c"= 67.450, p = .000) 

Simngly agree that the concept of God Ïs an old 22.4 185 36.7 22.4 28 1 
supedtion (non-kIief) 

Strongiy cikagrec ttiat the concept o f  God is an old 15.4 20.5 43 -5 20.6 1490 
superstition (bclief) 

I 

Liberai Christian (250.889, p = -000) 

Strongiy agrce h t  you don't need to go to ch& to fie a 14.5 215 43.2 20.8 1626 
good Christian (Iiberal) 

StrongIy disagree that you don? need to go to cixurcfi to 219 22-4 35.8 199 20 1 
be a g d  Christian 

r 

Consenative Christtan (xL30.637, p = -000) 

Strongiy agrec that the Bible is God's fiteral word L7 5 20.4 39.8 223 377 
( c o ~ v e )  

1 Stmngiy d k g e e  h t  the Bible is God's [iterai word 13.3 22.0 46.8 1 79 1266 

Consenrative Christian belief is significantly related with generalized trust (2 = 

30.673, p = .000). Those strongly agreeing with Biblical iiteralism are slightfy less iikeiy 

to agree that people can generally be  tmsted (62.1% agree strongly and moderately) 

compared to those who strongly disagree with Biblical literalism (64.7% agree strongly 

and moderately that people can be tmsted). Therefore, redts indicate that a person's 

Iikelihood of exhibiting gensralized trust is related with the religious beIiefs hdshe holds 



(see TabIe 5). 

ii religiosity and generalized trust. 

As indicated in Table 6, the relationship between reIigious readership and 

generalized trust is statistically signifcant (& 34.684, p=.OOl). For d rates of 

readership, agreement (strong and moderate) that people can generdy be trusted hovers 

around the 60% mark, with the exception of those reading only occasiondy, of whom a 

higher percentage (67.4%) expressed generalized trust. 

%S Dis- %Di+ I 

II Attend Religious Semice- 
(& 228.146, p = .O09 

Once per wcek or more 203 24- 1 

Once per week 149 189 

Generalized trust also has a statistically significant re ,ation wîth church attendance 

(* 28.146, p= -005). Those attending more than once per week have the lowest rate of 

trust (55.7%). Those attending once a week, a few time a month and once a month have 



similar rates of agreement with the above statement, ranging between 65 and 70%. 

However, of those who rarelyfnever attend, a slightly lower number, 62.6% agree to the 

above statement. (see Table 6)- 

Examining the relationship between generaiized t m a  and religious orientation and 

between generaiized tma and religiosity for Canada supports only partialiy what Putnam 

proposed for the United States; that religious belonging is a strong source of social 

capital. Wkh the exception of religious affiliation, aii  other indicators of religious 

orientation are associated (although not aiways positively) with generalized trust. Non- 

beiiec Christian conservatism, attending church once per week or more and never 

attending church appear to suppress generaiized trust. Conversely, belief, as opposed to 

non-beiief, liberal Christian belief, occasionai religious readership and moderate church 

attendance, al1 appear to increase the Wcelihood of positive responses to the statement of 

generalized trust. 

c. Religion and generalized reciprocity 

In addition to generalized trust and belonging, generalized reciprocity is an 

important aspect of social capital. Generalized reciprocity can be defined in terms of how 

willing individuais are to interact and engage in social exchanges with others. Social 

exchanges involwig reciprocity also build generdized trust arnong citizens? Therefore, 

we would expect religion to contnbute to the production of social capital by increasing 

reciprocity arnong members of a given religious tradition, and in those reading religious 

101 Puuiam, op. cit, (1993), pp, 171-173. 



matenal and attending church- 

i. religious orientation and generalized reciprocity 

Responses to the statement "It is best not to get too involved in taking care of 

other people's needs" are empioyed as an uidicator for the concept of generalized 

reciprocity. This variable is cross tabulated with the 4 indicators of religious orientation: 

reiigious affiliation, belief in God, Liberai C hristianity and conservative Chnstianity. Table 

7 indicates that religious affiliation has a statistïcally significant relation with individuals' 

propensity to express feelings of generalired reciprocity (9 = 22.162, p = -036). The data 

show that Jews tend to exhibit slightiy more reciprocai thinkùrg (82.8% disagreed strongly 

and moderately with the above statement) compared to those of other faiths or of no fath, 

where just over three quarters respond negatively to the above question. 

Belief in God is also reiated to generalized reciprocity (9 = 59.609, p = -000). Of 

those strongiy disagreeing that the concept of God is an oid superstition, 20.9 % of them 

agree (strongly and moderately) that it is best not to get too involved in helping others, 

while 24.9 % of non-beiievers agree (strongly and moderately) (see Table 7). 

The relationship between liberal Christian belief and generalized reciprocity is ais0 

statistically significant (* = 29.329, p = -000)- Thus, whiie 20.3 % of those who strongiy 

disagree with the liberal Christian view agree (strongly and moderately) that it is best not 

to get too involved in helping others, a greater number (23 -8%) of those expressing liberai 

views agree. In this case, liberal Christian beliefappears to reduce the likelihood that 

individuals will express generalized reciprocity. 



M u l h  16.7 61-1 

Oiher Non-Christian 320 40.0 

II Strongiy disagrec that the concept ofGod is an oId 
superstition (belid) 

BeIlef in Cod (xL= 59.609, p= -000) 

Sirongiy agrec h t  Ihc concept of God i .  an oId 
superstition (non-&chef) 

II Suongiy disagrec lh.t you don'thave to go to churchto 495 1 3 0 1  1 11.4 1 8 9  1 202 
be a good Christian 1 

409 

Liberai Chriptfnn (J?= 29329, p= .O0 1) 

StrongIy agite chat you don't have to go to church to bc a 
good Christian ( h i )  

II 
- --  

Stmngiy agrec th;u the Bible is G d s  Iiteral word 1 50.9 1 29.1 1 11.1 1 371 
(consexvative) 

332 

43.8 

Strongiy diigree thatthe Bible is God's Iiteral word 46.0 34.0 15.0 5.0 1269 

Agree that the BibIe is Gd's Iiteral word 

Disagree t h  the Bible is G d s  Iitenl w o d  

Conservative Christian beiief, identifïed with strong agreement with the statement 

"1 believe the Bible is God's word and is to be taken fiteraiiy, word for word" also proves 

to have a statistically significant relation with generalized reciprocity (2 = 50.684, p = 

-000). Of conservative Chrïstians (those strongly agreeing with Biblical iiteralism), 20.0% 

16.4 

323 

37-7 

373 

93 

162 

326 

3 9 3  

274 

7-6 1622 



agree (strongly and moderately) that one shodd not get involved in taking care ofother 

people's needs. Those who strongly disagree with Biblicd Iiteralikm were jus as Uely to 

annver simiiarly (20.0% agreed strongly and moderately). However, the individuais the 

least likely to express reciprocity are those who agree and those who disagree that the 

Bible is God's fiteral word. Of those who disape'  with this statement of belief, 23.4% 

agree (strongly and moderately) that "it's best not to get too involved in talang care of 

other people's needs." The least reciprocal are those agreeing that the Bible is God's 

literal word; 29.7% agree with the (negatïve) statement of reciprocity. 

ii religiosity and generalized reciprocity 

Table 8 indicates that the relationship between religious readership and generalized 

reciprocity is statistically significant (x?= 35.500, p= -000). Most levels of readership 

hover around the 2 1% mark agreeing (strongly and moderately) that it is best not to get 

too involved in taking care of others. 

However, those reading once per day or more have slightly lower rates of 

agreement (17.8%) while those reading rarely or never or once per month have slightly 

higher rates ofagreement (24.3%)(see Table 8). It appears that in Canada high rates of 

readership result in greater reciprocity, while no readership has the opposite effect. 

SimilarIy, generalized reciprocity has a statisticaily signifkant relationship with 

church attendance (* 39.256, p= -000). Those attending more than once a week are less 

likely to agree with the statement that "it is best not to get too involved in taking care of 

others" (1 6.5%) compared with those attending church less than once a week or never 



(approxùnately 23%)(see Table 8). 

% S Dis- l agDc 

ûncc per day or mort 52.6 

I 
Attend Religious Service- 
(+ 39.256, p=.OOO) 

Once per week w more 55.7 27.8 75 9.0 
I 

Once per week 1 45-44 1 33.6 1 73 1 399 

A few tirne per month 45-0 
I 

Ona per month 1 41.9 1 18-8 1 5.0 1 160 

Results suggest that religion does have a bearing on individuais' tendencies in 

viewing generalized reciprocity as a positive value. For example, Iews are a little more 

apt to express reciprocity than individuals reporthg other faiths, or no fàith. On the other 

hand, non-belief and liberal Christian belief proves to reduce the likelihood of individuals 

expressing reciprocity. Those who agree with biblical literaiïsm are found to be less 

reciprocal than those who strongly disagree, disagree or strongly agree. With regards to 

religiosity, the very highest rates of readership and church attendance coincide with 

greater reciprocity. 



d. Religion and civic participation 

Putnam shows that individuals Living in more civic areas feel less alienated and 

exploited than individuals living in areas described as less civic. SimiIarly, such individuais 

tend to be better idormed, as indicated by higher rates of newspaper readership. These 

elements combined - a sense of involvement and purpose, as weU as being an informed 

citizen - would resdt in a more effective and efficient use of social capital, thereby having 

a positive influence on democratic participation. Reading Putnam's work, we expect 

individuais expressing affiliation to a given religious tradition to be more informed, to feel 

less alienated nom the Canadian polity and to have higher rates of civic participation. 

The £Üst indicator measures the degree that individuals feel aiienated fiom the 

Canadian political process with the following statement: "Sometimes, govenunent and 

politics is too complex for me to understand what's going on." The second indicator 

measures how ofken individuals keep abreast of civic and politicai &airs by asking them 

"How often do you read a newspaper?" The third indicator relates to civic participation, 

using charitable donations as a proxy measure. Respondents were asked "On this year's 

tax retum, will you make a daim for charitable donations which you made?" We would 

expect that religious individuals would be less likely to feel alienated, more likely to read 

the newspaper and more likely to make charitable donations than those expressing no 

religious beliefs. 

i. religious orientation and alienation 

Table 9 shows that different reiigious traditions have a statistically significant 



relation to how governmentd and politicai processes are perceived (9 = 25.174, p = 

-000). Approximately 60% of ChrÏstïans and non- believers report that government and 

politics are sometimes too complex to understand. On the other hand, over 85% of 

M u s h s  agree with this statement, whereas less than 30 % of Jews do.''' 

Beliefin God, is statisticdy related to feeiïng alienated nom the political process 

and government (2 = 27.9 12, p = -00 1). Table 9 indicates that 56% of non believers - 

those strongly agreeing that the concept of God is an old superstition - feel that 

government and politics is too complicated compared to 6 1.8% of believers. 

Liberd Christian beliefalso has a statisticdy significant relation to feeling 

alienated fkom Canadian politics and government (+ 22.804, p= -007). Thus, of Liberd 

Christians, 61.8% agree that government and politics are too complex to understand. On 

the other hand, those whc strongly disagree with the Iiberai Christian view are slightiy 

more likely to express a sense of alienation (62.8%). 

Similarly, conservative Christian belief, (strong agreement with the statement "1 

feel the Bible is God's word and is to be taken IiteraiIy word for word") aiso has a 

statisticaiiy signiflcant relation with feelings of alienation from government and politics 

(><L140.082, p= -000). Of those strongly agreeing that the Bible is God's literal word 

(conservative Chinians), just under 75% agree that government and politics is too 

complex, compared to 50.8% of those strongly disagreeing with Biblicai IiteraIism (see 

Table 9). 

' O 5  Caution m u t  be exercised in interpreting nich renilu, as the tests employed here do not control for 
immigration statw or understanding the Engiish Ianguage. 



Christian 20.8 

45.7 

Beüef h God (x?= 279 12, p= -00 1)  

StrongIy a- rhat ihe coaccpt of God is aa old 22.3 
supemition (non-beIid) 

II Stmngiy disagrce that the concept of God is an old 
su-tion (belief) I Z22 

II Strongiy a- Ihat you don? have to go to church to be a 21-5 
good C-an fiberal) 1 

II 
- --- 

Strongly disagree rhar you M t  have to go to duuctr to 
be a good Christian F- 

II 
- -- 

Strongiy agree ihat the Bible is God's literai word 1 ILI 
(conservaUve) 

Strongly disagrec that the Bible is Gd's IitcraI word 28.5 

Based on these results, it appears that beiiefin God is associated with greater 

feelings of alienation than non-belief, while iiberal Christian belief also appears to be 

associated to lower feelings of denation. However, conservative Christians are more 

Iikely than those disagreeing with bibiical literalism to express feelings of alienation. 



ii. religiosityand aiienation 

Contrary to Putnam's fiamework feehg that govemment and politics is too 

complex is not statistically related to religious reade~hip (& 13.298, p= -348) or church 

attendance(d= 9.829, p = -63 1) (see Table 10). 

II Atîend Religiour Service... 
(h9.829, p= -63 1) 

I r  

II Once per week or more 

Once per week or more 

II A few t h e  per month 

/I Once per month 

iii. religious orientation and newspaper readership 

Access to information (a measure of civicness) is aiso an important form of socid 

capital. Putnarn operationalized this concept with rates of newspaper readership arguing 

that those who read the paper regularly have access to social capital in the form of 



information which can help hem in their civic participation.lM The argument here is that if 

religion helps build sociai capital, it may aiso promote access to information in the fonn of 

newspaper readership. Therefore, we would expect, if religion contributes to sociai 

capital, that those with religious atnliation wouId have greater newspaper readership rates 

than those without religious afEliation- 

Newspaper readership, according to Table 1 1 appears to have a statistically 

significant relationship with religious affiliation (>2=3 7.13 3, p=.002). For example, just 

over 70% of Christians and those idenufied as "other non-Christians" read the newspaper 

regularly (every day or severai times a week). Over 86 % of Jewish respondents c iah to 

read regulariy. Of those labelled nothing in particular, atheists, agnostics or sornething 

else, just over two thirds clairn to read the paper repulariy. M u s h s  have the Iowest 

readership rates; just over 40 % of them claim to read the paper regularly. 

Belief in God aiso has a statisticaiiy significant relationship with newspaper 

readership (* 24.705, p=.O 16). Table 11 shows that those who strongly agree with the 

above statement that the concept of God is an old superstitions have slightly lower rates of 

newspaper readership than those who strongly disagree with it. Of the former group, 

64.1% read regularly, while 69.1% of the latter group report regular reading. 

The relationship between liberal Christian belief and newspaper readership is not 

statistically significant (* 20.144, p= -064). However, conservative Christian belief, 

(strongly agreeing that the Bible is God's literal word) is statisticdy related to newspaper 

readership (* 64.520, p= -000). Thus, of those strongly disagreeing with the 

106 Putnam op. cit,, (1993), p. 92. 



conservative Chn-stïm view, over 70% report regular readership while 57.2% of 

consewative Christians report doing so (see Table 11)- 

II Smngiy agrec that the concept o f  God is an oid nipcrstition 1 46.8 
(non- beIief) 

II Strongiy agrec that you don? have to go to cfiurch to be a good 50.4 
C-an ( h i )  l 
Stsongiy disagrec thaf you don't have to go to churcb to bc a 
goodchristian 

Strongly disagree that the Bible is God's Iiteral word 5 2  1 

45.9 

Consenative Christh (fi 64.520, p=-000) 

SmngIy agrce that the Eible is God's l i t d  word 
(conservative) 

iv. religiosity and newspaper readership 

The relationship between reiigious readership and newspaper readership is 

43-4 



statistically signiEicant (A 46.8 1 5, p= -000). ApproMmateIy 70% of ail respondents read 

a newspaper reguiady (every day or severai tirnes per week) with the exception of those 

who read religious materiai once a day or more (61.5%). Those never reading also have 

slightly lower newspaper readership rates (67.2%)(see Table 12). 

II Attend ReULfoua Senice.. 
(d= 42-1 19, p= .OOO) 

1 

As indicated by Table 12, church attendance is dso related to newspaper 

readership (* 42.119, p= -000). Those who attend a religious service once a week or 

more have slightly less Iikelihood of reading the paper regularly (daily or several times a 

week)(65% reported doing so). However, those attending a religious seMce a few times 

a month or less, including those attending rarelyhever, show a slightly greater likelihood 

of regularly reading the newspaper (between 70 and 75% reported reading a newspaper 

reguiariy). 

R d  Reü#our MaîeMI, 
(2- 46.815, p = -000) 

-&ce per &y or  more 

% D ~ I Y  

46-7 

%sc~artr-i./ 
wcek 

14.8 

N TOU 

257 



v. religious orientation and civic participation 

Based on these previous results, the question arises, "how are these indicators 

reflected in individuai involvernent k social and political organizations?' Putnam clairns 

that religion is an important source of social capital, accordingiy, we expect those who 

profess a particuiar religious affiIiation to have higher rates of civic involvement than those 

who do not, 

Charitable donations is used as a proxy measure for social involvement, and is 

based on responses to the question "On this year's tax r e m  WU you be making a daim 

for charitable donations which you made?" Results, reported in Table 13, indicate that 

religious affiliation is statisticaily related with individuais' propensity to make charitable 

donations (+ 44.624, p= -000). Most members of a religious m a t i o n  have hi& rates 

of contribution. For example, 84.4% of Jews and 72.0% of other non-Christians reported 

making donations. Christians and Muslims have siightly lower rates (64.5 and 6 1.1% 

respectively). However , it is those in the nothing in particular, atheist, agnostic and 

something else category that have the lowest rate of giving as just over half of the 

individuals in this category report claiming a charitable donation. 

A statistically significant relationship is also found between belief in God and the 

propensity for making charitable donations (+ 60.097, p= -000). Of non believers, 

48.4% report making charitable donations. This number jumps to 67.8% for believers (see 

Table 13). Liberal Christian belief is also statisticaiiy related with the propensity to give 

charitable donations (+ 44-80 1, p= -000). Of those expressing liberd Christian beliefs, 

56.5% report making a claim for a charitable donation, while of those strongly disagreeing 



with this view, three quarters report doing so. However, the relationship between 

conservative Christian beiiefand making charitable donations is not statisticdiy signincant 

(&- 3.413, p= .332)(see Table 13). 

Strongiy agree that the concept of God is an oId niperstition 
(non kiicf) 

Strongly disagree that the concept of  Gai is an old supashion 
(belief) 

Smngly agrre that you don't need to go to churdi to be a good 
Christian (liberai) 

Strongly dkgree (hat you don't need to go to church to be o 
g d  C-an 

II Strongiy agree that the Bible is God's l i t d  word 
(corservative) 

1 Strongiy dkgree ihnt the Bible is G d s  litenl word 

vi. religiosity and civic participation 

Religious readership is statistically related with civic activity as operationaiized by 
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charitable donations (* 124.500, p= -000). Ofthose readuig once a day or more and 

once a week or more, 76.4% report making charitable donations. Ofthose reading 

reiigious materiai once per month or more and occasionally, 66.5% and 63 .O%, 

respectively, report malàng charitable donations. Interestïngiy, ody 49.7% of those who 

never read religious material report making charitable donations. 

II Read Reiigiopr MPlcnOL, 
( ~ 1 2 4 5 0 0 ,  p= -000) 

Once per day or more 76-4 î3.6 

Once per weck or more 76.4 23.6 

Once pcr month or more 663 33.5 

Occuionally 63.0 3 7.0 

- -  - -  - 

Attend Rcligiolu Senice- 
(+ 133988. p = -000) 

.' 

I - More than once per weck 78.8 21.2 

Church attendance is also statisticaiiy associated with making charitable donations 

(& 133.988, p=.000). The pnmary point of interest however lies in the distinction 

between those attending regularly and those rarelyhever attending church. Of those in the 

former category, between 68 -7 and 78 -8% of indwiduals report making charitable 

donations, 

Table 14). 

Ho wever, for t hose rarelyhever attending, t his number drops to 53.3% (see 



The hdings in this section support many of our hypotheses based on Putnam's 

work Yet in other important ways, we have found evidence that Putnarn's social capital 

framework does not aiways apply to Canada These finding underhe the importance of 

studying social capital context specScaUy. As we have found, in some reiigious contexts, 

social capital is produced, whife in other, it is not. Alienation is a case in point- Jews are 

the least kely to express alienation However, with regards to Chnstianity, Liberal beliefs 

tend to be associated with lower rates of alienation fkom politicai processes, while 

conservative beliefs are associated with higher rates of alienation. What is more, those 

professing non-belief are less likely to express alienation than those expressing belief 

However, indicators of religiosity - readership and church attendance - prove to be 

unrelated to alienation- 

Religious beliefs does intluence newspaper readership. Of ali mations ,  Jews are 

the most iikely to read a newspaper reguidy- However, non-believers are less Iikely to do 

so and similarly, conservative Christian belief is negatively associated with newspaper 

readership. Religiosity has a negative relationship with newspaper readership, as those 

reporting the highest rates of religious readership and attendance have lower rates of 

newspaper readership compared to less fiequent religious readers and attenders. 

Clear patterns corroborating Putnam's hypotheses appear with regards to religion 

and civic activity in the sense of charitable donation. in every case, religious belief versus 

non-belief and higher rates of religious readership and church attendance increases the 

likelihood that individuais would report charitable donations. The only exception is 

conservative Christian belief which, by these measures, is unrelated to charitable 



donations. 

In some ways, Putnam's propositions apply to Canada. However, in many 

important ways, some do not. The above results illustrate the importance of c1a-g the 

context in which sociai capital is studied. As shown here, the relation between religion 

and sociai capital does not always hold and when it does, it is not always positiveiy 

related. 

e. Religion and tolerance 

At this point, the data seem to confirm, dthough in greater detail and specincity 

and with some exceptions, what Putnam has already explained. Religious afEliation has a 

statisticdy significant association with many aspects of social capital such as trust, 

reciprocity, newspaper readership and civic engagement. Putnarn's next step in this line of 

reasoning is to claim that, consequentiy, religion through its production of social capital, 

contributes to democratic processes. However, since Putnam does not &Uy account for 

the importance of tolerance, this inherently positive relation to democracy must be 

questioned in so far as it may apply to Canada. As a M e r  specification, we mua ask 

how increased participation in civic associations is manifested in the health of a 

democracy. Does it hprove or hinder it? For example, ifJews and Christians both tend 

to participate more than non believers, does this imply that they contribute to the Canadian 

democratic process in a positive manner? To answer this question, 1 now turn to indices 

of civic participation based on Charles Taylor's concept of presumption of ~ o n h . ~ ~ '  

'O7 This section is not based directly on work done by Putnam, for as mentioned, he deals with tolerance 
only cursorilyY However, asswning that religion does play an important role in building and maintainhg 



The fkt  indicator perrains to semai orientation, where individuals were asked to 

agree or disagree, strongiy or moderately with the statement that c'Homosexuals should 

have the same rights as other Canadians-" The second indicator of toierance used in this 

analysis is one pertaining to other religions. Respondents were asked to agree or disagree, 

strongly or moderately with the statement that "AU the great religions of the world are 

equdy good and true." Finally, the third indicator of presumed worth is racial tolerance, 

asking individuals to respond to the foiIowing statement: "If1 had my choice, 1 would 

rather have next door neighbours who are my own colour." Individuais strongly 

disagreeing with the above statements could be said to have a low degree of tolerance for 

beliefs, 1ifestyIes and world views which may d s e r  fkom their own Today, such views 

would be less conducive to engaghg others in a democratic marner. Putnam claims that 

social capital contributes to democracy. However, if this is to hold in Canada, we know 

that tolerance needs to be included in this analysis. Based on both Lipset's and Taylor's 

work reviewed earlier, we suspect that in this national context, tolerance rnay be 

recognized as being of greater importance to democratic processes than elsewhere. 

i. religious orientation and tolerance of homosexuality 

Table 15 shows a statistically signincant relation between religious affiliation and 

tolerance toward homosexuality (+ 121.945, p= -000). Jews have the highest rate with 

over 90% agreeing with the above statement while less than 30 % of Mudims agree. 

About 75% of other non-Chrktians and those clairning to be nothing in particular, 

social capitai, we must understand how it relates to toierance. This wiU help ascertain what type of 
participation certain religious views engender and its consequences for democracy in Canada. 



agnostic, atheist or sornething else agree with the statement, whiie 64.8% of Christistians do. 

Belief in God - operationalized with the statement that the concept of God is an 

old superstition - aiso proves to have a statistidiy s i e c a n t  relation to tolerance toward 

homosemaiity (r?= 129.477, p= -000). Just under three quarters (74.2%) of non beiievers 

feei that homosexuals should have the same rights as other Canadians, compared to 60.8% 

of those expressing belief. 

Liberai Christian belief - strongly agreeing that you don7t need to  go to church to 

be a good Christian - aiso has a statisticaiiy signincant relationship with tolerance toward 

homosexuality (* 206.308, p=.000). Thus, 73.2% of liberal Christians agree that gays 

and lesbians should have the same rights as other Canadians. However, only 45.8% of 

those who strongly disagreed with the liberal Christian view agree (strongly and 

moderately) that homosexuals should have the same rights as other Canadians. 

Aiso, we find a statisticaliy significant relation between Conservative Christian 

belief and tolerance toward gays and lesbians (& 369.067, p=.000). OP those agreeing 

strongly that the Bible is the literal word of God (conservative Chnstians), 39.4% agree 

that homosexuals should have the same rights as other Canadians. However, 78.4% of 

those disagreeing (strongly and moderately) with the conservative view expressed 

tolerance for homosexuality (see Table 15) . 



II Strongiy agrcc that the concept of God is an oId 
superstition (non beIief) 

II 
- - 

Strongiy d k p e  the concept of God is an old 
niperstition (bctia 1 26-7 1 lu 

II Strongiy agrec thu you don't nced to go to &wEh ta k 8 185 I 1 8 4  
good Christian(lïbaal) 

-- - - 

Stroagiy disagrcc that you don't necd to go to church to 44.4 9-7 
be a good Chrwan 

Suongiy agrec that the Bible is God's literal word 50.0 10.6 
(conservati-ve) 

[ S m g l y  disagrec Uutihe Bible k Goci's l i t m l  word 124 9 3  

ii. religiosity and tolerance of homosexudity 

Table 16 indicates that there is a statisticaily significant relationship between 

religious readership and tolerance toward homosexudity (x" 128.3 15, p=.000). Of the 
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two highest rates of religious readership, 45.5% and 59.0% respectiveiy, agree (strongly 

and moderately) that gays and lesbians should have the same rights as other Canadians. 

On the other hand, the lower readership rates have higher rates of acceptance of equai 

rÎghts for homosexuais in Canada The rates of agreement in these categories were in the 

low to mid 70 percent range. 

% S Dis- % Dis- 
am== 

R e d  Rcllgious MakC/PL, 
(d=1283 15, p = -000) 

Once p a  day or more 1 413 1 132 1 
Onceperwcekormorc 27.8 132 

Once permonth or more 18.0 10.1 

Attend Rcligious SeMce... 
(+ 1 18398, p = -000) 

Once per week or more 40.7 12-1 

Once per weck 25.3 15.7 

A few tirne per month 1 19.6 1 15.0 1 
Once pcr month 127 t 1.4 

Tolerance operationalized as agreeing with the statement that cbHomosexuals 

should have the same rights as other Canadians" does have a statistically significant 

relationship to church attendance (+ 118.3 15, p=.000). Only 47.2% of those reporting 

the highest rate of attendance agreed (strongly and moderately) with the above statement. 

Of those attending once a week and a few time a month, 59.0% and 65.4% respectively, 

agreed with the above aatement. Those attending once a month and rarelyhever had the 
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highest rates of tolerance for homosexuality, as 76.6% and 72.5% respectively, agreed 

that gays and lesbiaas should have the same rights as other Canadians (see Table 16). 

iii. religious orientation and religious tolerance 

Tolerance can also be measured with respect to mering religious views. 

Responses to the statement that "AU the geat  religions ofthe world are equaiiy good and 

tme" serve as an indicator for these purposes. As indicated in Table 17, the relationship 

between religious affiliation and the concept of tolerance is not statisticaiiy significant 

(*12.275, p=.424). 

However, the relationship between belief in God and religious tolerance is found to 

be statisticaiiy significant (+ 1 12 -688, p=.000). For exampie, those expressing non beiief 

are more likely to express opinions of reiigious tolerance than believers. ha over 69% of 

the former agree (strongly and moderately) that all the great religions of the world are 

good and true, compared to 63 -9% of the latter (see Table 17). 

Christian liberal beiief was also has a statistical association with religious tolerance 

(x% 199.660, p=.000). For instance, of those strongly agreeing that one need not go to 

church in order to be a good Christian, 72.8% agree that al1 the religions of the world are 

equally good and tme. However, of those strongly disagreeing with the statement about 

church attendance, 44.5% agree that to the statement. 



II Sirongiy agrec that the concept ofGod is an old 
superstition (non-beiief) 1 24-4 

Sîrongiy disagrec that the concept of Gcd is an oid 
supmtition @Kef) 

Strongiy agree that you QnZ have to go to churcb to k 
a good CIirist ian( i i i )  

Strongly disagrce that you don't have to go to church to 
be a gaod Ciuïstïaa 

Conservativt Chcisüm (* 170.126. p = -000) 

Strongiy agree that the Bible is God's Iiterai word 37.4 143 173 29.8 369 
(consenative) 

SmngIy disagree that the Bible is God's l i t d  word 1 16.0 1 11.3 1 28-8 1 44.0 1 1244 

A statistically significant relation was aIso found between conservative Christian 

belief and religious tolerance (* 170.126, p=.000). Of those strongly beiieving in 

Biblical literalism, 47.5% agreed (strongly and moderately) that ai i  the great religions of 

the world are good and true. On the other hand, those disagreeing strongly with Biblicai 

literaiism were more apt to express religious tolerance, as 72.8 % of them agreed with the 

statement (See Table 17). 



iv. religiosity and religious tolenuice 

Tolerance as indicated by responses to the statement,"AU the great religions of the 

world are equdy good and tme" also proved to be related to religious readership 

(x1204.O 1 8, p=.000). The striking feature of this relation, as shown on Table 1 8, is that 

those who read religious material once a day or more had the lowea rate of agreement 

with the above statement (30%). However, for those reading once a week or more, the 

rate of agreement jurnps to just over 65% and in aiI other categories, the rate of agreement 

ranges between 67% and 74%. 

Once per day or mon 47.6 14.4 

1 Once per wcck or more 1 22.3 1 123 
1 

1 Once per month or more 1 16.5 1 16.5 

Once per week or more 1 44.8 1 123 

Once per week 219 12.0 

A few times per month 13.5 15.6 

Once per month 10.2 21.0 

Tolerance, operationalized as agreement with the statement "Ail the great religions 

of the world are equally good and true", is related to church attendance (x1142.851, 

p=.000). Those attending once per week or more expressed less tolerance than those 



attending church less fiequently or never (43% compared to 68-72%, respectiveiy)(see 

Table 18)- 

v. religious orientation and racial tolerance 

Raciai tolerance is operationalized with the statement 'If 1 had my choice, I wodd 

rather have next door neighbours who are my own colour." As uidicated Ui Table 19, 

religious f i a t i o n  has a statisticdy àgnificant reiationship with racial tolerance (* 

35.940, p=.000). Most categones of religious affüiation hover around the 15% range. 

However, there are two exceptions. Those of the Iewish faith were a little less likely to 

agree with the above statement as none strongly agree, and only 1 1 -4% moderately agree- 

The other exception is Muslims who prove to be much more ke ly  to respond positiveiy to 

this statement (3 3 -3%). 

Belief in God was also statisticdy related with racial tolerance (*53 -065, 

p=.000). Of those expressing non belief (strongly agreeing that the concept of God is an 

old superstition), 15.8% agree with the above statement of racial tolerance, whereas 

13 -3 % of believers agree (strongly and moderately)(see Table 19). 

Liberal Christian beliefalso has a statistically sigaificant relation with racial 

tolerance (xL 46.947, p=.000). For example, ofthose strongly agreeing that one does not 

need to go to church to be a good Christian (liberal Christians), 12.8% agree that they 

would rather have a neighbour of their own colour, compared to 19.3% of non-liberal 

Christians. 



StrongIy agree that the caiccpt of God is an old supastiti011 

Strangiy disagree ik the concept of God is an o M  
superstition (belid) 

II 
- -  

S~ongiy agrec ihat you don? necd to go to church to bt a 
good C-an (liberal) 

II StrongIy disagree that you don't n d  to go to church to be 
a good Cman 

Strongly agree that the Bible k God's Iiterai word 

Conservative Christian belief was found to have a statisticaiiy significant relation 

with racial tolerance (&- 74.7 10, p=.000). For instance, of those who strongly agree that 

the Bible is God's literai word, 18.2% agreed that they would rather have a next door 

neighbour of their own colour. However, of those strongly disagreeing with Bible 

literalism, 10.4% agreed with the above statement of racial tolerance. 



vi- religiosity and racïai tolerance 

We again find a statisticaily significant association when lookuig at religious 

readership and racial tolerance (+ 3 1.227, p=-002). Those readhg once per week or 

more are the most kely to respond positively to the above statement (17.3%)). The 

second highea rate of agreement cornes from those never reading religious materid 

(15.7%). Of those reading once a day or more, 13.9% strongly and moderately agree to 

the above statement, while those reading once per month or more and occasionally have 

slightly lower rates of agreement (1 1.6% and 12.0% respectively). 

96 S Dis- % D~S-agru  grec %S - N Totai 
=g== 

Rend Rciïgious Mate- 
(* 3 1.227, p = -000) 

Once per day or more 63.5 22.6 79  6.0 252 

Once per wetk or more 589 23.8 13.0 4 3  370 

Once pcr month or more 70.0 18-4 8.4 3 3  190 

OccasionaiIy 60.7 273 9.1 2 9  1040 

Never 60.4 24.0 93 6.4 1070 

Attend Rcligious Serv icc  
(+ 1 1-960, p= -449) 

Once per week or more 60.5 21.4 1 1 9  6.2 210 

Once uer week 1 57.1 1 25-8 1 392 112.0 15.1 

A few tirne per month 64.7 22.8 8.8 3.6 3 29 

Once per month 61.6 26.4 9-4 2.5 159 

Racial tolerance, however, does not have a statistically significant relationship to 

church attendance (*- 1 1.960, p=.449) (see Table 20). 

Considering the importance of tolerance to contemporary Canadian democratic 



processes and religion's ambivalent relation to tolerance, the above data iiiustrates the 

importance of spec-g the religious context in which one situates hidher understanding 

of social capital. Concernîng tolerance toward homosexuaiity, Jews display the greatest 

likeiihood of tolerance, foliowed by other non-Christians and non beiievers and findy, 

Christians and Muslïms at the lower end ofthe spectrum. Both non-betief and liberal 

Christian belief increase the likelihood of tolerance, while conservative Christian beliefand 

high rates of religious readenhip and church attendance appear to lower the likelihood of 

tolerance toward homosexuaiity. 

In tenns of religious tolerance, religious m a t i o n  is not related. However, liberai 

belief and non-beiief tends to increase the likeiihood that individuals would express 

religious tolerance while conservative Christian betiefs tended to decrease tolerance. High 

rates of religious readership and church attendance appear to suppress tolerance. For 

example, as both the rates of religious readership and church attendance decrease, the 

likelihood that individuais will express tolerance increases. 

Raciai tolerance offers similar results with some important exception. Again, Jews 

appear to be the most tolerant and Muslims the least. Contrary to the other indicatorq 

however, non-belief and conservative belief seem to reduce the likelihood of tolerance. 

However, being a liberal Christian increases the likelihood of expressing racial tolerance. 

In terms of religious reading, the highest rate of readership, and never reading religious 

material are the least likely to be tolerant. 



CONCLUSION 

This chapter strove to transcend some of Putnam's limitations through a M e r  

exploration of the concept of tolerance wîthin social capital, with religion as the context 

for research. In chapter 3, it was found that Putnam's ideas hold when applied to Canada; 

associational membership tends to be accompanied by higher rates of social capital. 

However, we could not yet conclude that this relation would inherently benefit Canadian 

democracy. The iitmus test of tolerance indicates that this relation in Canada is indeed not 

as direct nor as clear as Putnarn may have found it to be elsewhere. Ambiguities about the 

relationship between associational membership and tolerance echo earlier critiques of 

Putnam's work In order to be properly studied and understood, social capital must be 

placed withh specific socio-cultural context 

This chapter offers, an elaboration of some of Putnam's ideas contextualized with 

the help of religious indicators. Through this application, the tmiy ambivalent relation 

between social capital, religion and democracy discussed in the previous chapter is 

concretized. In some cases, Our hypotheses, based on Putnam's work applies to Canada. 

However, in other cases we find no relation, or one opposite to what we would have 

predicted. Examples of such cases were offered throughout the chapter. Their 

implications, however, will be fuUy addressed in the subsequent chapter. 



From the survey d y s i s  of Canadian religion and social capital, severai issues - 

both empirical and theoreticd - corne to Light. Each aspect is addressed in tum; fïrst, 

discussing how the findings of the previous chapter compare with, and raise questions 

about some of Putoarn's work, in so far as it appiies to Canadians. Secondly, theoretical 

issues are discussed based on the findings ofthe third chapter. This dows for a 

reassessrnent of social capital theory in light of new understanding, as well as an 

examination of its place in the study of democracy and religion in Canada- This final 

chapter will not oniy leave the reader with a good understanding of how social capital 

relates to democracy and religion in Canada, but also with a reasoned and critical 

understanding of the theoreticd intricacies entailed in such a study. 

1. THE DATA, CANADA AND PUTNAM 

in general, Putnam's ideas expounded in Makine Democracv Work and 'Bowling 

Alone", apply to the Canadian context. However, the match is not entirely seamless as 

important points of disjunction arise throughout the analysis. These are discussed in order 

foUowing the structure of the previous chapter. The first point relates to how, in a general 

manner, aspects of Putnam's framework applies to Canada. The second aspect involves 

the elaboration of this fiamework to include religious belief and practice as contexhial 

variables of study- 

As stated, a general and approximated application of Putnam's framework to 



Canada produces expected results. Members of voluntaiy associations prove to be more 

trusting and more reciprocd than non-members. With regard to civic views and 

participation, members are more optiminic, being Iess likely to express feelings of 

alienation from politics. They also tend to be better informed citizens, reading the 

newspaper on a regular basis more than non-members- Furthemore, mernbers' greater 

optimism and interea is matched by their tendency to make charitable contributions. On 

al1 countsy members of voluntary organizatiow display greater solidarityy interest and 

participation in civil society. 

Based on these effects of associations both on members and on their political 

environrnents, Putnam proposes that, "...a dense network of secondary associations both 

embodies and contributes to effective social collaboration. Thus ...in a civic comrnunity 

associations of like-minded equais contribute to effective democratic governance." 

Putnam does acknowledge the importance of toleran~e,~~' however, it plays a very minimal 

role in his analysis. Theoreticaliy, the reasons for this were explored in chapter two. 

Working f?om a rational choice fiamework does not Iend itseif to the conceptualization of 

the deliberative process of understanding arising from the presumption of worth. 

Therefore, in using social capital theory as developed by James Coleman, the ability to 

account for a discursive process based on tolerance is compromised. 

There are also important empiricai reasons for such an omission. Lipset discusses 

the pertinence of tolerance as an aspect of Canadian identity and culture. Consequently, as 

illustrated in the case of Putnam's work, tolerance may not play as important a role in an 

'O8 Putnam, op. cir, (1993). p. 90. See also encinote 30 at the end of this quoted passage in wlùch he 
reiterates the importance of tolerance and equality- 



analysis of the United States. However, in order to understaad properly the relation 

between social capital and contemporary democracy in Canada, such work must account 

for the role of tolerance. Temporaiiy, the face of democracy may not be the same as it 

was some decades ago. Tolerance is perhaps of greater importance now than it was only a 

few generations past as Canada becomes increasingly mdticuiturd. In culturaily 

heterogeneous areas, different world views inhabit the same spaces, heightening the risk of 

collision, 

The importance oftolerance to democratic processes also varies according to 

space* Canada, as a geographical location was born of very difZerent circumstances than 

its neighbour to the south. Kere 1 refer to Lipset's claims that as much as the US. was 

born of its revolution, Canada grew out of reaction against it. Canada's coliectivist 

mentality lends itself to tolerance more than wouid the competitive individualism of the 

United States. This is shown by the large mùiority French population, which in keepuig its 

distinctiveness in a predomùiantly English nation, iiiustrates the importance of tolerance, 

securïng the protection of other immigrant communities. In this anaiysis, associational 

rnembership proved to be related to greater levels of social capital. However, including 

tolerance to the anaiysis on the above empincal and theoretical grounds showed that 

membership was inconclusively related to tolerance. This indicates that despite producing 

social capital, membership wilI not necessarily result in the improvement of the democratic 

process in Canada 

But why is the relation between associationai membership and tolerance so weak? 

The most plausible answer seems to be that though most associations produce social 



capital, not aii produce tolerance for perspectives other than their owa These results lead 

to the possibility that the iînk between associationai life and democracy in Canada is not as 

direct as Putnarn found it to be in the U.S. The consequences of this conclusion are 

twofold. The first stresses the need for incorporaMg tolerance as a component of social 

capital theory if the latter is to be employed as a fiamework for the study of democracy. 

Without it, social capital's pertinence to democratic processes cannot be fuUy appreciated- 

Secoodly, it emphasizes the importance of plachg social capital in a specific context of 

study. If associations in general have no significant relation to tolerance, then perhaps 

placing this element of social capital (as well as its other components) in a specific context 

would reveai a relationship on a plane prevïously unobserved. For this reason, and for its 

important role in the production of social capital, religion was introduced into the study as 

a contextuai variable. 

The remainder of the discussion addresses this process, as undertaken in the third 

chapter, reviewing how each indicator of social capital relates to religion. Ultimately, this 

yields a nuanced understanding of this interaction, going beyond some ofPutnamY s daims 

of a positive relation between religion, social capitai and democracy. 

The greatest Line of demarcation seems to be between belief and non-belief when 

we examine religious affiliation and associationd belonging. Those expressing a religious 

affiliation are more iikely to belong to associations than non-believers. This is especially 

true of Jews. Similarly, high rates of religious readership and church attendance are 

accompanied by higher rates of associationd membership. 

The notable exception is that liberal Christian belief tends to reduce the Likelihood 



of associationai membership. The reason for this may be that fiberai Christian belief - 

feeling that one needs not go to church in order to be a good Christian - matches the trend 

of religion being "less tied to institutions and more self-deiïned."l" hcreasingly 

deregulated and deinstitutionalired, religious beliefs may result in lower rates of 

associational membership. Membership in associations may be  viewed as being 

institutionally detined rather than selfdefmed acting as a disincentive to membership for 

those with hierai beliefs (as defined above)- 

The pattern changes siightiy when we examine generalùed trust. Again belief 

versus non-beliefis associated with greater levels of trust. Being a Liberal Christians 

increases the likelihood of expressing trust, whiie beîng a conservative Christian beiiever 

reduces the likelihood of tmsting. A possible expianation may be that conservative 

Christians are more at odds with Canadian culture than liberal Christians because the 

culture's Christian roots, may approximate a more iiberal view of general Christian beliefs 

rather than that fostered by Literal interpretations ofthe Bible. It may also be for these 

reasons that those attending church more than once per week, or reading religious 

materiais daily are also less likely to report tnisting others than those who attend regularly 

or occasionaily or those never attending or reading. While again reflecting the above, 

those never attending or never reading were less Likely to report generalued trust than 

occasional or regular attenders and readers. As expected, belief is associated with greater 

levels of generalized trust, however, not aii foms of beliefare. The importance of 

specificity in context is again confinned. 

109 Putnam, op- cit., (1995), p. 69. 



Afniiation, especiaiiy for lews, versus non-belief Increases the likeiihood that 

individuais wiii express generalized reciprocity. Conversely, iiberai Christian belief 

reduces the likelihood of expressing generalized reciprocity, as does non belief. It seems 

that agreeing that the Bible is God's Iiterai word lowers generdked reciprocity relative to 

all other feelings about Biblical Literalism. However, high levels of religiosity are 

associated with greater levels of reciprociq- These renilts, seemingly contradicting one 

another, are perhaps an indication that for reciprocity, what is less important is the type of 

beliefs one holds. The salient feature at work rnay be that one is impiicated in one's 

community through regular church attendance. Similarly, reguiar readùig or religious 

materiai rnay increase reciprocity due to a preponderance of religious messages of care - 

love of neighbour - and brotherhood/sisterhood- 

Generalized trust and reciprocity rnay not follow the same pattern as iliustrated by 

the above. With this data, they seem to diverge. For exarnple, high religiosity negatively 

affects social trust, while it positively affects reciprocity. High rates of religiosity rnay be 

indicative of an adversarial relationship with Canadian culture, thus resulting in low 

expressions of social trust. However, the opposite rnay hold for reciprocity, having an 

adversarial relationship with culture rnay strengthen group soiidarity in the face of 

adversity. Therefore, high rates of reciprocity could perhaps be limited to individuals' 

immediate social circles, rather than being generalized to al1 members of society. 

Civic participation is also related to religion althoug.!! not in consistently positive 

manner. For example, both Christians and non-believers have about the same likelihood of 

feeling alienat ed. O ther non-C hristians and MusSms have greater likelihood, while Iews 



where less iikeiy to express feelings ofdienation. Similady, non-beli& reduces the 

likelihood of aiienation compared to beliefin God. However, liberai betief appears to have 

a slightly negative relation to dienation, while conservative belief is positively related. 

This may be explained because conservative Christians, iffeeling at odds with 

Canadian culture, may feel ssimilarly about the Canadian governrnenf an intricate part of 

Canadian society. On the other hand, hiberal Chrimans and non-believers, feeling less at 

odds with Canadian society, may fiel that Canadian govemment and politics are not so 

alien. 

Individual engagement in civic aaMty as indicated by newspaper readershîp is aiso 

related to religious affiliation. Again, Jews are the moa kely to read regularly, with 

Christians and non-believers not far behind- M u s h s  and other non-Christians have the 

Iowest readership rates. However, non-beiiet; compared to beiief; appears to reduce the 

Iikelihood of regular newspaper readùig, as does consewative Christian belief As for both 

indicators of religiosity, the highest and lowest levels of attendance and religious 

readership seem to reduce the Iikelihood of newspaper readership, relative to intemediate 

rates of attendance and religious readership. 

The above seems paradoxical, as both non-belief and conservative Christian belief 

appear to reduce the likelihood of newspaper readership. This rnay be a consistent pattern 

for non-belief which in many instances is associated with civic disengagement. Similady, 

on this point, conservative believers also appear to be less engaged. Perhaps this is again, 

another indicator of an adversarial relationship with society and culture. These same 

reasons rnay also explain the relation found between the indicators of religiosity and 



readership. Those never reading or attending rank low in civic engagement, while those 

with the highest rates of religious reading and church attendance may feel at odds with 

society and culture in general resulting in low newspaper readership. However, those 

reading religious materiai and attending religious ceremonies at moderate rates are more 

iikely to have high rates of newspaper readership, refiecting interest in staying uiformed 

about societai goings on. This is perhaps a reflection of a less adversarial relationship with 

so ciety, 

Ar> with charitable donations, civic participation has a d i f ren t  relation to religious 

orientation and religiosity. With respect to aetiliation, the most notable distinction is 

berneen those with a religious afnliation versus those without. This pattem corroborates 

what Putnam proposes about religion's relation to social capital. In every case, belief 

versus non belief, and high religious readership and church attendance versus low, religion 

is associated with greater rates of donating to charitable causes. The sole exception is 

Iiberal Christian belief. which appears to reduce the likelihood that individuais wili make 

donations. This pattern may dso reflect the same aversion to institutionalization of belief 

and social action that appears to characterize Liberal Christian belief, as well as, 

conversely, prociivities for institutiondly defined fonns of belief and practice for those not 

espousing liberal beliefs. Conservative Christian beliefs were not associated with 

charitable donations, but this may tell us more about the adequacy of the research 

instrument than about the social realities they purpon to reved. For example, it is quite 

possible for conservative Christians to donate ten percent of their income to their church, 

while not claiming it as a tax deduction. 



Thus fàr, the inclusion of reiigion as a variable with which to study social capital 

has proven fiuitfùi- The additional socio-cultural con- has aiiowed us to better 

understand what role social capital plays in Canadian society and its relation to religious 

belief and practice. Religion's relation to social capital seems to be predicated on two 

factors alluded to by the divergence between liieral and consemative Christian beliefand 

the tension between both forms ofdevotion. The first factor relates to the degree of 

institutionaikm implicated in any given form of beliec whiie the second pertains to the 

degree of opposition between a given set of beliefs and society and culture in general. 

This codd explain why überal Christians, being less institutionaiiy defined and less at odds 

with Canadian culture in general wodd rate higher in generahd trust, and low in 

dienation while having Iower rates of belonging, reciprocity and charitable donations. 

Additionally, non-belief has also, thus far, been associated with a trend of civic dislocation 

However, high rates of church attendance and religious readership do increase the 

likelihood that individuds will make charitable donations, express reciprocity and belong 

to a voluntary group or association. 

Interpreting the data shows that, as predicted by Putnam, religious belief and 

practice is associated with the production of social capital. However, this relation has 

proven to be more nuanced in Canada than in the US., at least by Putnam's account. 

Thus far it seems a particular religious aftiliation's abitity to produce social capital depends 

on whether or not the beliefs in question are more institutionaliy or privately mediated, 

and second, whether or not the social capital in question is institutionally mediated. For 

example, non-institutionally defined religious beliefmight be expected to produce non- 



institutiondy defined social capital, such as generalized trust. In iight of this, generalized 

reciprocity wouid appear to be a form of social capital that is more institutionaiiy 

mediated, like making charitable donations, for exampie. Generalized reciprocity's 

positive association with insitutionalued forms of beiief (Iike high rates of church 

attendance) and its nega t~e  association with less ïnstitutionaiized forms of belief(like 

liberal Chnktian belief) indicate that this may be the case. 

In addition to the criterion of institutionaiisation, however, we must also include a 

religious orientation's position vis a vis the cuiture in which it is situated. A 

coni?ontational situation cieariy has negative implications for forms of social capital Wre 

generaked trust and for tolerance. 

Despite these preiiminary speculations, we cannot as yet make clairns as to how 

religiously produced social capital relates to democracy in Canada. Though social capital 

may induce participation, we need to understand whether or not such participation is 

democratic. For this to be ascertained, we must tum to tolerance. 

How religion is related to tolerance is of great irnport, given the ambiguous 

relation between the latter and associational belonging- Jews, non-believers and liberal 

Chnstians tend to show more tolerance of homosexuality than Muslims and conservative 

Christians. High rates of religious readership and church attendance both negatively affect 

the likelihood that individuals would express tolerance. However, those attendiig once 

per month are more likely to express tolerance than those never attending. 

Non-belie f and liberai Christian belief both increase the likelihood of religious 

tolerance, whiie conservatism appears to reduce it. Additionally, all levels of religious 



readership and church attendance produce simüar iikelihood of religious tolerance except 

for the highest rates which are negatively associated with tolerance. Those never or 

occasionaiiy attending or reading religious materiai are more apt to express religious 

tolerance than any other rate ofreadiag. in this case non-beliefand iiberai belief appear to 

be more conducive to tolerance than befiefs and though beliefitselfdoes not reduce the 

likelihood of tolerance, the very highest rates of religiosity appear to do so. 

Jews and non-beiievers display the highest rates ofracial tolerance, while 

Christians and other non-Christians are slightly less tolerant, with M u s h s  being the least 

so. However, belief in God versus non-belief(strong agreement that the concept ofGod 

is an old superstition), appears to increase the likelihood of racial tolerance, as does liberal 

Christian belief Consemative beliec on the other hand seems to decrease the likelihood of 

racial tolerance. WhiIe church attendance is not related to racial tolerance, religious 

readership appears to have an inconsistent pattern. Those reading once per month or more 

or occasionaliy are the rnost likely to be tolerant, foilowed by those of the highest levei of 

readership. Less tolerant were individuds reading once per week or more or never, with 

individuds reading once per day or more located in between. 

The three indicators of tolerance are not easily reconciled with the various 

indicators of religious beliefand practice with which they are cross tabulated. Some 

prominent patterns emerge, however. For instance, in aii cases, liberal Christian beiiefis 

associated with greater likelihood of expressing tolerance, while for conservatives, this is 

less iikely. Non-belief, similarly, is associated with a greater likelihood that individuals 

would express tolerance, except for the case of racial tolerance. 



Both religious readership and church attendance are negatively related to tolerance 

of homosexuaIïty and of other refigious world views. The lowest fikelihood of religious 

tolerance is in the highest rate of attendance, whiie al1 other rates of attendance have 

approxïmately the same Iikelihood of expressing tolerance in this regard- 

Racial tolerance is a Iittie more complex in relation to religious readership (church 

attendance was not related). The pattern appears to be more cufvilinear- The greatest 

Likelihood of racial tolerance is expressed by those with moderate fevels ofreligious 

reading, with the highest level of readership being Iess kely to express tolerance. 

However, of ali  the rates of readership, Ieast Likely to express racial tolerance are those 

reading rarely or never. Thus far, indications are that, tike trust, tolerance is a form of 

social capital that is not institutionaily mediated. Non-believers and liberal Christians 

tended to be more tmsting and tolerant than conservative Chnstians and those with high 

Ievels of religiosity. This is an important point to bear in mind when discussing the 

association between various forms of beliefand the types of social capital they produce. 

I would like to make one cautionary note. Though it may not be surprising that 

conservative Chnstians would have tolerant views of homosexuality or other religious 

views, it must be acknowledged that the instrument used here is not precise enough to 

Iead to proper assessment. We cannot know, for instance if and how conservative 

Christians might differentiate between homosemal practises engaged in by individuals and 

the persons themselves. Similarly, the data does not d o w  for a distinction to be made 

between how conservative Chrinians reconciie the idea of freedom of religion while 

disagreeing with the specific content of other traditions. Depending on which view 



diEerent conservatives espouse, the consequences for democratic processes wouid Vary 

considerably. For example, a conservative Christian believer, believing that homosexuaiîty 

is wrong may not feel that gays and lesbiaos should be dowed to marry in a church. 

Despite these beliefs, this does not necessarily entaii that such a person would not 

deliberate respectfuliy with another of a different sexual orientation. Sùnilarly, some 

conservative Christians may not believe that all  the great religions are good and true. 

However, this may not preclude that they wouid respect individuals, while disagreeing 

with their beliefs. These comments simply point out that the implications of this research, 

though interesting and revelatory, have limitations. Eventuaiiy, the shortcornings of some 

of the tools employed emphasize the need for additionai anaiysis. 

However preluninary, these results nonetheless reuiforce the point that future work 

in this area needs to include tolerance in studies of sociai capital in order to understand 

the latter's relation to contemporary Canadian democracy. In this case, certain forms of 

religious orientation as well as religiosity, were found to contniute to some or dl of the 

aspects of social capital studied above. However, one could not legiumately claim that the 

forms of social capital produced contribute to democracy in Canada iftolerance does not 

inchded in the analysis. 

Religious beliefs, Putnam noted, are increasingIy self defined, rather than 

institutiondy mediated, consequentiy, producing less sociai capital. This daim is oniy 

partially supported by the above. Religious belief and practise are stili very much related to 

the production of social capital but in varyïng ways that need qualification* For instance, 

liberal believers are less Iikely to belong to a voluntary association, to express generalized 



reciprocity or  to make charitable donations. However, they are more iikely to express 

generalized trust and tolerance and to experïence less alienation nom government and 

politics. Contrary to this, conservative believers are less likely to express trust, reciprocity, 

to read a newspaper regularly, and to express tolerance. Perhaps institutional forms of 

religious belief and practice beget institutiod foms of social capital Confirming this is 

church attendance, which is positively associated with forms of social capital such as 

associational mernbership, making charitable donations and expressing reciprocity. 

However, its relation to non-institutionally mediated forms of social capital, such as trust, 

tolerance and newspaper readership is more ambiguous, often leanhg to the negative- 

Religious readership does not appear to support this possibiiïty, however. This 

variable increases iikelihood of associational membership, of expressing generalued 

reciprocity and of individuals making charitable donations. However, high levels of 

readership are also linked to low social trust, low newspaper readership and low tolerance. 

These results seem to contradict what 1 have written above, since religious reading is not 

necessarily institutionaiiy mediated, we might expect it to be more positively reiated to 

non-institutional forms of social capital. However, the opposite was found. Perhaps 

religious readership is highly related, in a positive manner to church attendance and 

therefore, a variable better underaood as a form of religious practice that is institutiondy 

mediated. 

However, the question to ask is: cm civic participation really be democratic if 

tolerance is not involved? It seems we have the intimations of a pattern whereby those 

who participate are less likely to tolerate, while those rnost likely to tolerate are less kely 



to participate in democratic dture.  

How are we to interpret this? It seems such a trend could be related to the 

deinstitutionalisation of religion in comection with consumerist post-modem culture- This 

is what Putnam seems to be addressing in ccBowling Alone", as he laments the decrease in 

institutionally based forms of religious practice. However, it mua be noted that religîous 

beiief and practice, when selfdefined, fosters an attitude of "anything goes", in post- 

modem times, where individuais shape personal narratives according to the criteria of 

consumer preference.'1° This rnight explain why tiberal Christians sympathetic to the idea 

of deinstitutionalized belief are more apt to express tolerance of diierent world views and 

lifestyles. This is the distinction needed in appiying Putnam's framework in Canada. 

Though such individu& may not be as active in producing social capital, they nonetheless 

are more apt to be tolerant; a necessary component of democratic interaction. However, 

if tolerance is unmatched by an aptitude for civic participation, what are the consequences 

for democracy? 

Arising nom resistance to the ephemerai and relativising conditions of consumer 

choice and post-modern culture, hndamentalist religious orientations seek to gather 

everyone under the safety of one shared 'sacred canopy'."' In such conditions 

Fundamentalist world views Iike Bibticai Literalism would be Iess likely to promote 

tolerance of diverging world views and Lifestyles. This important issue points to the need 

for further research in this area. The prospect of a more toierant citizenry is certainly 

"O See L y o ~  op. ci& (2000), especiaiiy chapter 5, "CoIISUILUng and Religious Identity". 

111 See Lyon, op.  ci^, (1999, forthcoming), pp, 132, 143-147- 
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appealing, but cm quickly degenerate into apathy uniess accompanied by a sense of cMc 

duty. Conversely, participation without tolerance is tyranny in its embryonic form, 

restricting the possibilities for d i s sen~g  voices and self determination in the public sphere. 

Recapitulating the ideas studied above eiucidates the points made at the outset and 

validates at least some of the critiques of Putnam's work The p ~ c i p a i  points of interest 

gained by this work are twofold. To properly understand how social capital relates to 

democracy, context is needed as weii as tolerance. Without the benefit of these tools, we 

may leam various facts about social capital, nich as how it is produced and what forms 

predomuiate. However, without adding tolerance to the analysis, we cannot determine 

how social capital will relate to democracy, especiaiiy in the Canadian context. For 

instance, though some groups may have greater productive capacity in terms of social 

capital we cannot evaluate their role in democratic processes unless we aiso understand 

how it relates to tolerance. In this sense, social capital can be as destructive to democracy 

as it can be constructive. in short, this study has served to underscore the point made by 

Coleman, Greeiey and others, that social capital is part of social stmcture and that it is 

ambivalent. It can be used for democratic as well as undemocratic ends. Certain forms of 

conservative religious belief and high rates of reiigiosity incorporated in this study, in so 

far as they are accurate, illustrate this. 

Religion aiso aiiowed us to isolate difFerent sources of social capital to understand 

how each relates to democracy. The importance of this was illustrated by the data on 

associational membership and social capital. In every case, members ranked higher than 

non-members in social capital. However, when membership was cross tabulated with 



tolerance, the resuits where ambiguous and inconclusive accenîuating the need for a 

contextuaiked anaiysis of social capitai, inciudhg tolerance. 

The above discussion, as 1 have indicated, is tentative for the reason that no study 

of this nature is perfect, giving rise to hard and fast conclusions. No variable can perfectiy 

account for ai i  aspects of the concept one wishes to study. Not to discount the vafue of 

the contribution made here, we mua nonetheles be aware of its limitations- For instance, 

this mdy does not match Putnam's in comprehensiveness. In some cases, the variables I 

have chosen were approximations of more sophisticated indexes, composed of severai 

variables used by Putnam. Consequently, though in some ways chailenged by my own, his 

conclusions are more deeply and broadly anchored than those produced here. 

Putnards work covers a much greater range of analysis of qualitative and 

quantitative data. Using historical research, s w e y  data, i n t e ~ e w s  and the like, in 

Makinp Democracy Work, he is able to achieve a much greater level of sophistication than 

that permitted here. However, this implies that what 1 have presented here can be offered 

as a starting point to such a comprehensive analysis in Canada, as was conducted in Italy 

over the past two or three decades. The results and conclusions found do raise important 

questions about Putnam's fiamework, calling for elaboration, rather than abandonment. 

Future work in this area would have to address several factors which could not be 

dealt with here. For example, there still remains some ambiguity about the role of 

religious variables on both tolerance and social capital. Some of the work wouid hvolve 

more expansive aatisticai work by including a greater number of variables such as 

indicators of socio-economic status like education and income. Also of interest wouid be 



an expansion of the variables for tolerance broadening the application of this concept to 

the study of democracy. Such analysis could ako benefit tremendously fiom multi-variate 

analysis and path analysis as Iight rnay be shed on whether those who tma more 

participate more, or if those who participate more become more trusting- Additionai 

contextualization couid be achieved by undertaking a comprehensive regionai anaiysis to 

discover where and how religious beiiefis distributed across Canada For example, we 

know that conservative Chnstians, as 1 have operationaiized them, are in the minority in 

Canada. However, they are nonetheless concentrated in certain easily identifiable pockets 

in various provinces. From this, Iight could be shed on the dynamics of both provincial and 

federal politics and religion's role within them. 

Furthemore, beyond statisticai applications, such work could benefit nom case 

studies to elaborate on the mitigating factors involved in social structures that promote 

tolerance versus those that do not. Interview data, coupled with participant observation 

methods would also help c l a m  the intricacies by which the structure of religious world 

views influence social capitalization and tolerance. To illustrate, this study found Jews to 

be consistently associated with very high levels of social capital and tolerance. Methods 

such as case studies and i n t e ~ e w s  may help identify contributing structures, be they 

religious andior socio-economic or otherwise. 

In one important respect, this thesis States what Putnam's left largely unsaid: 

democratic participation needs tolerance. However, without participation, tolerance on its 

own cm be injurious to democracy, leadmg to apathy. More elaborate multivariate 

statisticai work combined with qualitative exploration shouid endeavour to h d  and 



understand cases where participation and tolerance corne together. Surely, there can be 

no greater symbiosis. 

This also points to the need for contïnued theoreticai explorations in this field. To 

be used as an effective tool with which to understand the nature ofdemocracy, we must 

achieve a greater understanding of how social capital and democracy interact. Tolerance, 

though important in this respect, does not capture the whole of the democratic moment 

nor does it exhaust avenues ofits conceptualkation Therefore, more work is needed 

which seeks to uncover the mechanics at the heart the "democratic moment" and how 

these relate to deliberation and understanding- Such explorations would greatiy improve 

Our knowledge of the contexts in which social capital does "make democracy work." 

One final note of caution regarding the conclusions intimated in this study. The 

survey data used here represents but a snapshot ofcanadian society. Consequently, 

classifications such as "conservative Christian betief' are both narrow and static- We must 

not forget that, as defined here, this category of belief encompasses a broad range of 

views. Though they may share the cornmonality of Biblical literalism, they nonetheless 

represent various denominations, each with vastly difFering relationships to civil society. 

Additionaiiy, over the long term, the implications of static conceptions can change. 

Staying with the example of conservative Christians, a multi-year content anaiysis of 

magazines such as Fuith T i  or Christim Week, would ke ly  show signs of flux in 

conservative views. This point must be kept in mind while considering the implications of 

the conclusions reached here. 

I agree largely with Putnam's elementai point, that voluntary wsociations and 



clubs are the nexus where social capital is best fostered. However, in giving toleraace a 

veiy rninor role in his work, the author reaches conclusions that need qualification when 

transposed into the Canadian context Civic associations do produce social capital, as do 

reiigious belief and practice. One must nonetheless be cautious in drawing direct Links 

£iom the production of social capital to the heaith of a democracy. Being a complex and 

volatile institution, the democratic process is not determined only by lively participation. 

Rather, patient and respectfùI dehieration must temper alI interactions on this front, Xthe 

me nature of the process is to be preserved. 

2. CONCLUSION 

In taking stock of the concept of social capital as a tool for social research, do we 

find that it helps understand democracy and religion's role therein? CertainIy' the 

relationship between social capital and democracy is not as positive or clear as Putnam 

origindy indicated. This thesis, building on Putnarn's contributions, illustrates the need to 

incorporate both context and tolerance in research of this nature in order to properiy 

understand the relationship between social capital and democracy. 

The socio-cultural context of reiigious beiief and practice, as Putnarn predicted, 

proved to be an important source of social capital. This thesis has added texture to this 

relationship showing how different forms of belief tend to produce various fonns of social 

capital in Canada. Important factors to note in this respect are the degree of 

institutionalkation both of belief and of social capital, as weU as religion's relation to 

Canadian culture in general. Tolerance also proved to be an important element in 



understanding how sociai capitai relates to democraçy. Though not the sole factor 

affectin6 this relationship, th& thesis has demonstrated how accounting for tolerance in 

th is  fkamework can help researchers to understand whether social capital is like1y to 

facilitate or fnistrate the democratic process in Canada today. 

The above hdhgs,  point to a process of restnictunag of religion, marked by a 

deinstitutionalization ofbelief and belonging which has consequences for the production 

of social capital. Noting that religious Life has become increasingly seEdefineci Putoam 

warns of a declining stock of sociai capital- Although this appears to be the case for same 

forms of sociai capital, there are indications that other forms, such as trust and tolerance 

may thrive in such conditions. Predictions of linear, overall declines of social capital must 

be quaiified and contextualized. What remallis to be seen is how the relation between 

participation and tolerance will Muence the contours of the Canadian democratic process. 

If individuals are participating and believing less through traditional fiameworks, 

perhaps fùture prospects will bring institutionai developments that will better represent 

new forms of beliec practice and identity formation. Religion, social capital and 

democracy in Canada are by no means in a k e d  relationship. As one changes, other 

components are Wcely to adapt over time. What remains clear, however, is that religious 

cornmitments in Canada stiil play a part in generating social capital. Such elements are 

still too significant to contemporary democratic practice to be safely ignored. 
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and the United-States asking addt respondents questions on politics, society, volunteering 
and general demographics. For my purposes here, however, the database has been 
modifïed to inchde ody Canadian respondents. 

The greatest number of the interviews are concentrated in Ontario and Quebec, 
due to population distribution, with each province receiving 700 telephone cds. Four 
hundred in te~ews were conducted in both British Columbia and Alberta. Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan were grouped together as "The Prairies"; four hundred and one c a b  were 
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hundred and nineîy-nine interviews. It is on this rich and abundant (re)source that the 
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